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Mass Murder 

By Sovereign State Sanctioned Syringe Needle! 
Part 85 

 
There is one final report that begins on page 70 and if you read nothing, you must 
read the last few pages of this final segment in the Mass Murder series. 
 

I now have an informant deep inside the CDC.  There are two things I 
was surprised to learn. 
 

 
 
This is NOT my informant. W. Mark Felt died in 2008. 
 
My email to nearly 300 CDC employees paid off. One of them responded on a 
secure channel and I can now ask questions and get answers. 
Here are two things I learned: 
 

1. He believes that everyone at the CDC is drinking the Kool-Aid. In other 
words, as far as he knows, they all truly believe the vaccines are safe and 
effective, just like my blue-pilled friends. Even the top people. If there are 
any dissenters, they aren’t speaking up internally. How does this happen? 
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It’s group-think. What happens to critical thinkers? They leave. I thought 
for sure people like Tom Shimabukuro and John Su knew what they were 
doing, but they are clueless. They are just like my academic doctor friends: 
they truly believe that vaccines are safe and I’m nuts. Wow. Just wow. I still 
don’t know (yet) how they can just brush off my point that they never point 
out the VAERS under-reporting factor during their presentations. However, 
it’s true they really believe there is no corruption and no need to protect 
whistleblowers. Check out this comment. 
 

2. My Substack is blocked at the CDC. It is considered “unsafe.” 
 
You can’t make this stuff up. You really can’t. 
 
A vaccine that has killed hundreds of thousands of Americans is “safe” and my 
Substack is “unsafe.” Wow. 
 
My leaker can’t go public because she’d be attacked and marginalized by the 
press.  The best way to crack this open is with a US Senator who will pursue this. 
 
That Senator of course is Ron Johnson. 
 
Based on what I’m seeing and in talking with other people, I think the best way to 
help him get re-elected is with the support of Democrats in Wisconsin. 
 
So this is really important: 
 
If you are reading this and you are a Democrat in Wisconsin, please register 
here if you are willing to help out.  And even if you aren’t a Democrat in 
Wisconsin, you can register here to register your skills. The more people 
registered, the better. 
 
From what I know now, this may be the single best thing we can do. 
 
If you work at the CDC, FDA, or NIH and want to chat… 
I can always use additional sources inside the HHS agencies. 
Use the Contact Me form and leave your protonmail account so I can talk to you 
anonymously without jeopardizing your identity. 
 
My discussion with Lara Logan 
The problem we face is getting any visibility in the mainstream press. I just got off 
the phone with former 60 Minutes journalist Lara Logan. She cannot get any of 
her former friends to cover the Israeli safety story because it is counter-narrative. 
I asked, “What reason do they give?” She said it is a variety of “excuses” like 
“too busy,” “not in my area,” etc. The issue is the reporters actually believe the 
vaccines are safe and effective so they don’t want to do anything that would 
create “vaccine hesitancy.” 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/i-now-have-an-informant-deep-inside/comment/8990785
https://airtable.com/shrlJmc8m8zBsug77
https://airtable.com/shrlJmc8m8zBsug77
https://airtable.com/shrlJmc8m8zBsug77
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-contact-me
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I asked her, “So how do we crack this?” 
 
She said it is very very difficult. If it were easy, it would have been done long ago. 
For example, Andrew Wakefield had very damaging insider information from the 
CDC where the leaker was caught on tape, and it went nowhere. 
 
In other news… 
Today is the last day to join Dr. Henry Ealy's fight to get a Special Grand Jury to 
investigate Walensky, Becerra, and other individuals at these institutions. It takes 
about 15 seconds to sign the petition: 
 
Here are some other things I learned recently 

1. Hundreds of doctors are leaving Kaiser in disgust about what is going on. 
If you are a Kaiser doctor and are willing to talk to me off the record, please 
use the Contact Me form. 

2. Also heard from a nurse that other nurses “disappear” for long periods… 
She thinks these nurses are vaccine injured. 

3. I heard that at Kaiser, they are now seeing new young patients with cancer 
at the rate of once a day. Before the vaccines, it was a few times a year. 

4. Pilots on Southwest are NOT required to be vaccinated. They are giddy 
over this. Two of the pilots talked with one of our VSRF members today 
about all the health issues they’ve heard about from pilots at other airlines. 

 
 
 

 

BILL GATES HIT WITH INDIAN HIGH COURT NOTICE OVER VACCINE 
DEATH 
Billionaire Bill Gates has been issued with a notice from the Bombay High Court 
over a case that alleges the Microsoft co-founder is responsible for deaths related 
to COVID-19 vaccines. 
 
This from slaynews.com. 
 
The Hindustan Times reported: 
 
A petition was filed in the court by a father who said the vaccine killed his 
daughter. 
 
In relation to the case, the High Court also sent a notice to the Indian government 
(Maharashtra and Union government) and the biopharmaceuticals company 
Serum Institute of India (SII). 
 
The petitioner, Dilip Lunawat, is seeking Rs 1,000 crore ($125,451,200) 
compensation after his daughter, Dr. Snehal Lunawat, died after receiving the 
Covishield vaccine. 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-contact-me
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Mr. Lunawat blames the government, Bill Gates, and others responsible for 
spreading misleading information about the vaccine’s safety. 
 
Gates is accused of contributing to the government’s mandates that forced 
medical professionals to get vaccinated. 
 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation also helped the Indian pharmaceutical 
company rush the vaccine into production. 
 
Lunwat said: 
 
[H]is daughter was compelled to take the anti-Covid vaccine at her college in 
Nashik on January 28 last year. 
 
He said: 
 
[S]he came under the category of health worker because she was a medical 
student. 
 
Snehal was a doctor and a senior lecturer at SMBT dental college and hospital at 
Dhamangaon in Maharashtra 
 
She was vaccinated with Covishield, which is developed by the SII. 
 
Days later, she suffered severe headaches and vomiting and was rushed to a 
hospital. 
 
The petition said: 
 
Doctors found she was bleeding in her brain. 
 
Lunwat says his daughter died as a result of side effects from the vaccine on 
March 1. 
 
The petition relied on a report submitted by the Centre’s Adverse Events 
Following Immunization (AEFI) committee on October 2. 
 
The petitioner has also sought a response from Gates, whose organization—the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation—had partnered with the SII to accelerate the 
process of manufacturing to deliver 100 million doses of the vaccine. 
 
He also sought a response from the Union government, Maharashtra government, 
and the Drug Controller General of India. 
 
According to the petition, Lunwat said: 
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[H]e is seeking justice for his daughter and many more people who are likely to 
be murdered due to similar cases of adverse effects. 
 
On August 26, a division bench of Justices S V Gangapurwala and Madhav 
Jamdar issued a notice to all the respondents in the petition. 
 
The case has been scheduled for a hearing on November 17. 
 
Final thoughts: May many more similar lawsuits follow from throughout the 
world. And may Bill Gates be stripped of his wealth in conjunction with being 
prosecuted for crimes against humanity. 
 
 

 

  

On August 2, 2022, the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) published a proposed wide-ranging rule in the Federal Register addressing 
“non-discrimination” in healthcare. The rule, among other things, broadens the 

http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/60751373:WL6DZDhN9:m:1:2386561705:57CA3409851BAD67BABC423D2D96738C:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/60751374:WL6DZDhN9:m:1:2386561705:57CA3409851BAD67BABC423D2D96738C:r
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range of healthcare providers subject to non-discrimination provisions. 
  
The rule specifically prohibits discrimination on the basis of “race, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or disability in certain health programs and 
activities.” Notably absent from the rule is any prohibition on discrimination 
against patients based on their medical choices, in particular their refusal to 
modify their immune system through vaccination, even though this type of 
discrimination is pervasive throughout the country.  
 
This insidious type of discrimination often affects the most vulnerable, as it 
frequently occurs in pediatric healthcare settings where physicians kick babies 
and toddlers out of their practice because their parents refuse to modify their 
immune systems with pharmaceutical products. 
 
ICAN encourages you to make your voice heard on this widespread form of 
discrimination by submitting a comment on the proposed rule. Comments are 
due by October 3, 2022, so don’t miss this important opportunity.  Share your 
firsthand stories of any discrimination you or your loved ones have experienced 
by medical professionals. 

 

 
 

Adults Aged 35–44 Died At Twice The Expected Rate Last Summer, 
Life Insurance Data Suggests 
September 12, 2022 Epoch Times via ZeroHedge 1 
 
Death claims for working-age adults under group life insurance policies spiked 
well beyond expected levels last summer and fall, according to data from 20 of 
the top 21 life insurance companies in the United States. Death claims for adults 
aged 35 to 44 were 100% higher than expected in July, August, and September 
2021, according to a report by the Society of Actuaries, which analyzed 2.3 million 
death claims submitted to life insurance firms. During the third quarter of last 
year, deaths in the 25-to-34 age bracket were 78% above the expected level and, 
for people aged 45 to 54, 80% higher than expected. Excess mortality was 53% 
above the baseline for adults aged 55 to 64. Most of the life insurance companies 
listed COVID-19 as the cause of death if it was listed anywhere on the death 
certificate, without doing any investigation into the true cause of death. 
 
Hedge fund manager Edward Dowd pointed out that excess deaths peaked 
around the time the Biden administration mandated COVID-19 vaccines and 
companies rushed to comply. As of August 31, 2022, about 90% of Americans 18 
or older had gotten at least the first dose of one of the COVID-19 vaccines, and 
77% had gotten both a first and a second dose. 
 

http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/60751375:WL6DZDhN9:m:1:2386561705:57CA3409851BAD67BABC423D2D96738C:r
https://needtoknow.news/2022/09/
https://needtoknow.news/author/bookworm33/
https://needtoknow.news/2022/09/adults-aged-35-44-died-at-twice-the-expected-rate-last-summer-life-insurance-data-suggests-2/#mh-comments
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Source: Edward Dowd 
 
 
Death claims for working-age adults under group life insurance policies spiked 
well beyond expected levels last summer and fall, according to data from 20 of 
the top 21 life insurance companies in the United States. 
 
Death claims for adults aged 35 to 44 were 100 percent higher than expected in 
July, August, and September 2021, according to a report by the Society of 
Actuaries, which analyzed 2.3 million death claims submitted to life insurance 
firms. 
 
The report looked at death claims filed under group life insurance policies during 
the 24 months of the COVID-19 pandemic, from April 2020 to March 2022. The 
researchers used data from the three years before the pandemic to set a baseline 
for the expected deaths. 
 
While COVID-19 played some role in the majority of the excess deaths for adults 
over the age of 34 during the two pandemic years, the opposite was true for 
younger people. For people 34 and younger, the number of excess non-COVID 
deaths was higher than those related to COVID, the data show. 
 
During the third quarter of last year, deaths in the 25-to-34 age bracket were 78 
percent above the expected level and, for people aged 45 to 54, 80 percent higher 
than expected. Excess mortality was 53 percent above the baseline for adults 
aged 55 to 64. 
 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22275411-group-life-covid-19-mortality-03-2022-report
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-mortality
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The Society of Actuaries (SOA) asked all 20 of the participating life insurance 
companies how they determine the cause of death for the purpose of recording 
claims. Of the 18 that responded, 17 said they list COVID-19 as the cause of death 
if it’s listed anywhere on the death certificate, while eight of the 18 said they go 
further and communicate with relatives and the medical examiner and look at 
other sources to try to determine the true cause of death. 
 
One life insurance company stated that it recorded COVID-19 as the cause of 
death only when it could be determined to be the primary cause of death on a 
death certificate. 
 
The report also notes that white-collar workers had the highest number of excess 
deaths during the two years studied. The group, which includes accountants, 
lawyers, computer programmers, and most other jobs done in an office setting, 
had 23 percent more deaths than expected. 
 
The sharp increase of deaths among working-age people was first brought to 
light by Scott Davison, CEO of the Indianapolis-based life insurance company 
OneAmerica, who said in a virtual press conference on Dec. 30, 2021, that his 
company and the life insurance industry as a whole was seeing a 40 percent 
increase in deaths among people ages 18 to 64. 
 
Davison said at the time that this represented the highest death rates in the 
history of the life insurance business, and that an increase in mortality of just 10 
percent would constitute a “three-sigma” event, a once-in-200-year catastrophe. 
 
OneAmerica is one of the 20 companies that contributed data for the SOA report. 
The others include Aflac, Anthem, The Hartford, Lincoln Financial Group, MetLife, 
New York Life, and Principal Financial. 
 
Edward Dowd, a hedge fund manager who has been studying excess mortality for 
the past several months and has an upcoming book on the topic, Cause 
Unknown, says the rate of deaths among young people is alarming. He pointed 
out that excess deaths peaked around the time the Biden administration 
mandated COVID-19 vaccines and companies rushed to comply. 
 
“Temporally, in that three-month period, the change was such that, there was 
something that occurred,” he said. “Well, we all know what occurred in August, 
September, and October. It was Biden’s mandates on Sept. 9, and a lot of 
corporations anticipating those mandates.” 
 
President Joe Biden on Sept. 9, 2021, mandated COVID-19 vaccines for federal 
employees and health care workers in facilities certified by Medicare and 
Medicaid. The same day, the president tasked the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) with implementing a nationwide vaccine mandate on 
private businesses with 100 or more employees. 

https://www.theyliedpeopledied.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BB8JTNJZ/ref=dp_kinw_strp_1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BB8JTNJZ/ref=dp_kinw_strp_1
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The U.S. Supreme Court struck down the OSHA mandate in January but allowed 
the mandate for health care workers to remain in place. 
 
The campaign to vaccinate the majority of the population against COVID-19 is the 
largest vaccination campaign in the history of the world. 
 
As of Aug. 31, about 90 percent of Americans 18 or older had gotten at least the 
first dose of one of the COVID-19 vaccines, and 77 percent had gotten both a first 
and a second dose. 
 
Dr. Robert Malone, a physician and research scientist credited with the invention 
of the mRNA technology for use in vaccines, says excess mortality must always 
be studied to determine whether a vaccine or medicine really is safe. 
 
“Excess mortality should be a signal, a trigger,” he told The Epoch Times. “When 
we see excess mortality like that—basically if you’re running a clinical trial and 
you see this kind of excess mortality, you stop the trial. And you investigate the 
cause before you proceed. And if you’re marketing a drug, generally, with this 
kind of data, you stop the distribution of the drug until you have sorted it out.” 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT ARTICLES YOU NEED TO BE AWARE OF FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD  

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 

 

News you need to know: 
 

Series of reports from the investigative team - Mary Fanning and Alan Jones 
  
Government publishes 1 in 482 dead within a month, 1 in 246 dead within 60 days, 
& 1 in 73 dead by May 2022 
  
Children’s COVID-19 Vaccines Logged 15 Times More Reactions Versus Routine 
Pediatric Vaccines 
  

HHS proposes a rule prohibiting discrimination in healthcare, but not again the 
unvaccinated 
 

8x increase in Excess Deaths among Children in Europe since COVID Vaccine 
roll-out according to Official EU Data 
 Ebola Penn State Sept 2, 2022 
  

http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/4Gr-9rRl/3s/caravantomidnight.com/mary-fanning/
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/CwWOyEpd/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/11/government-publishes-figures-on-covid-vaccine-deaths/
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/CwWOyEpd/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/11/government-publishes-figures-on-covid-vaccine-deaths/
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/NqvWfHT0/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/childrens-covid-19-vaccines-logged-15-times-more-reactions-versus-routine-pediatric-vaccine_4721368.html
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/NqvWfHT0/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/childrens-covid-19-vaccines-logged-15-times-more-reactions-versus-routine-pediatric-vaccine_4721368.html
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/UxHAUF9C/3s/www.icandecide.org/ican_press/hhs-proposes-rule-prohibiting-discrimination-in-healthcare-just-not-against-the-unvaccinated-make-your-voice-heard-today-by-submitting-a-comment/
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1obqKomPZIrYlH.H1qgGSPXIZBbC/UxHAUF9C/3s/www.icandecide.org/ican_press/hhs-proposes-rule-prohibiting-discrimination-in-healthcare-just-not-against-the-unvaccinated-make-your-voice-heard-today-by-submitting-a-comment/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/2P1_cYJ-/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/13/urope-children-killed-covid-vaccine/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/2P1_cYJ-/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/13/urope-children-killed-covid-vaccine/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/cOPeWQIN/3s/www.ebolaoutbreakmap.com/listings/ebola-penn-state/
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Children’s COVID-19 Vaccines Logged 15 Times More Reactions Versus Routine 
Pediatric Vaccines 
  
Dr. Peter McCullough: "It Was a Government Operation That Created SARS-COV-
2 & the Spike Protein" 
 
Denmark: No More COVID Vaccines Offered for Under-50 
  
Adverse effects of COVID-19 vaccines and measures to prevent them 
  
UK Lab Report discovers Graphene in the Covid-19 Vaccines 
  
Rhoda Wilson Author Archives 
 
COVID-19: Should I get the new BA-5 bivalent booster? 
  
Israel's COVID-19 czar fears new wave combined with flu, urges vaccines 
  
Long COVID-Induced Neuropsychiatric Risks Can Last for Over 2 Years; 1 
Remedy to Protect From or Reverse the Situation 
 
British Columbian Woman One of the First to Receive Compensation in Canada 
for Mother’s Death Caused by a Covid Injection 
  
CDC Director Falsely Claims New Bivalent Boosters Were Tested on 1,700 People 
  
New Study Finds Organ Recipients Rejecting Transplant After Receiving COVID 
Vaccine 
  
Fury as The Lancet sensationally claims Covid may have leaked from an 
AMERICAN lab 
  
  
 

FDA gives green light to COVID-19 booster shots from Moderna, 
Pfizer     CRIMINAL ACTIONS FURTHER PROOF THE GOVERNMENT 
WANTS YOU DEAD 
by: Sara Middleton, staff writer | September 12, 2022 
(NaturalHealth365)  As predicted, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
recently made a major announcement regarding the latest iteration of mRNA COVID 
shots from pharmaceutical companies Pfizer and Moderna. 
 
This announcement comes right on the heels of a similar decision by the United 
Kingdom’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) – the 
decision to go ahead and authorize Moderna’s so-called “bivalent” COVID booster. 
 

https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/s4eWhLYv/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/childrens-covid-19-vaccines-logged-15-times-more-reactions-versus-routine-pediatric-vaccine_4721368.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/s4eWhLYv/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/childrens-covid-19-vaccines-logged-15-times-more-reactions-versus-routine-pediatric-vaccine_4721368.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/3FQdxo_B/3s/rumble.com/v1ji7wq-dr.-peter-mccullough-it-was-a-government-operation-that-created-sars-cov-2-.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYCSvr_ZG6m4p.mCdTJ_sVSPH9x/3FQdxo_B/3s/rumble.com/v1ji7wq-dr.-peter-mccullough-it-was-a-government-operation-that-created-sars-cov-2-.html
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYZSkmPZI0qmy.mojjJexGFqz6T/xrk3Zp3s/3s/igorchudov.substack.com/p/denmark-no-more-covid-vaccines-offered
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYZSkmPZI0qmy.mojjJexGFqz6T/VhfdTWK5/3s/virologyj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12985-022-01831-0
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYZSkmPZI0qmy.mojjJexGFqz6T/C8dRyBTx/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/10/uk-lab-report-graphene-covid-vaccines/
http://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYZSkmPZI0qmy.mojjJexGFqz6T/UbILaCkX/3s/expose-news.com/author/rhoda-wilson/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYvc-r_ZCLuRV.m01CJTEE5gazl/pE7iuAbH/3s/aapsonline.org/covid-19-should-i-get-the-new-ba-5-bivalent-booster/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYvc-r_ZCLuRV.m01CJTEE5gazl/uTKPpFKg/3s/www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/coronavirus/article-717133
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYvc-r_ZCLuRV.m01CJTEE5gazl/8JoNEMGw/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/long-covid-induced-neuropsychiatric-risks-can-last-for-over-2-years-1-remedy-to-protect-or-reverse-the-situation_4725558.html?est=30HChphA4pJg1inIRlc15QzsSuS0okT3NcdEbU4x6LR5oYf8%2Fov%2FmABZ5w%3D%3D
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oYvc-r_ZCLuRV.m01CJTEE5gazl/8JoNEMGw/3s/www.theepochtimes.com/long-covid-induced-neuropsychiatric-risks-can-last-for-over-2-years-1-remedy-to-protect-or-reverse-the-situation_4725558.html?est=30HChphA4pJg1inIRlc15QzsSuS0okT3NcdEbU4x6LR5oYf8%2Fov%2FmABZ5w%3D%3D
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/plyBcxbI/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/15/one-of-the-first-to-receive-compensation-in-canada/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/plyBcxbI/3s/expose-news.com/2022/09/15/one-of-the-first-to-receive-compensation-in-canada/
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/q3PtvBNB/3s/rumble.com/v1k8hy5-cdc-director-falsely-claims-new-bivalent-boosters-were-tested-on-1700-peopl.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/Igfbnc8D/3s/rumble.com/v1k6pvr--new-study-finds-organ-recipients-rejecting-transplant-after-receiving-covi.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/Igfbnc8D/3s/rumble.com/v1k6pvr--new-study-finds-organ-recipients-rejecting-transplant-after-receiving-covi.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/oQHAgBrF/3s/www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11214761/Fury-Chinas-puppet-Lancet-sensationally-claims-Covid-leaked-laboratory.html
https://link.vaxxchoice.com/click/1oZmThr_ZU2SQu.JCQTm_hV23eBU/oQHAgBrF/3s/www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11214761/Fury-Chinas-puppet-Lancet-sensationally-claims-Covid-leaked-laboratory.html
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/author/sara-middleton/
https://naturalhealth365.com/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-moderna-pfizer-biontech-bivalent-covid-19-vaccines-use
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Despite lack of adequate clinical trial data, FDA grants emergency use 
authorization for “updated boosters” from Pfizer, Moderna 
 
On August 31, 2022, the FDA officially granted emergency use authorization (EUA) to 
newly updated versions of the gene-based COVID jabs from Pfizer and Moderna.  “The 
bivalent vaccines, which we will also refer to as ‘updated boosters,'” the FDA explains, 
“contain two messenger RNA (mRNA) components of SARS-CoV-2 virus, one of the 
original strain of SARS-CoV-2 and the other one in common between the BA.4 and 
BA.5 lineages of the omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2.”  Pfizer’s bivalent version is 
authorized for use “as a single booster dose in individuals 12 years of age and older,” 
and Moderna’s is authorized for use “as a single booster dose in individuals 18 years of 
age and older.” 
 
A bit strange to hear the government talking about us still being in an “emergency,” isn’t 
it?  After all, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recently 
relaxed its pandemic response rules, shifting toward a greater emphasis on individual 
decision-making – in fact, “unvaccinated people now have the same guidance as 
vaccinated people,” summarized NPR. 
 
Pfizer’s and Moderna’s greenlight from the FDA also comes despite doubts over the 
true effectiveness of these “updated boosters,” as well as the lack of adequate human 
trial data used to come to this conclusion. 
 
Incredibly, within days of this announcement from the FDA, the White House came out 
with breaking news of its own – the need for, you guessed it, annual jabs. 
 
Americans should prepare for endless booster shots, as predicted 
On September 6, 2022, Dr. Anthony Fauci – outgoing head of the National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and Chief Medical Advisor to U.S. President 
Biden – admitted in a White House press briefing that the gene-based COVID jabs will 
become an “annual” affair for Americans. 
 
“In the absence of dramatically different variants,” Fauci says, “we likely are moving 
towards a path with a vaccination cadence similar to that of the annual influenza 
vaccine, with annual updated COVID-19 shots matched to the currently circulating 
strains for most of the population.” 
 
White House Covid-19 Response Coordinator Dr. Ashish Jha also spoke at the briefing, 
where he casually dropped an incredible admission: “For the first time since December 
of 2020, these vaccines, our vaccines, have caught up with the virus.” 
 
December 2020, you’ll remember, was the very first time that these COVID shots were 
given to Americans outside of clinical trials.  In other words, Dr. Jha seems to 
acknowledge that the heavily propagandized shots worked, at best, only within the first 
few weeks of the massive rollout … yet another reason to call into question the so-
called “safety and efficacy” of the third or more doses. 

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/new-study-mrna-covid-shots-increase-risk-of-symptomatic-sars-cov-2-infection.html
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/omicron-specific-jab-development-3464.html
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By the way, if the idea of annual COVID shots sounds familiar to you, it could be 
because plenty of individuals predicted that this is exactly the course that the COVID 
shot fiasco would take – a prediction that was met with backlash and downplaying 
earlier in the pandemic. 
 
In light of this news, it’s hard not to wonder: of all the individuals who used shame, guilt, 
and coercion to strong-arm others into taking COVID shots – from social media 
influencers to celebrities, politicians to executive leaders – how many of them will still 
dutifully take these booster shots year after year?  If any previously vaxxed individual 
decides at some point that they want to defer or decline another dose, do you think they 
have the self-awareness to recognize the utter hypocrisy of their private medical 
decision? 
 
The likelihood that many previously vaxxed individuals will opt out of future shots isn’t 
low, by the way.  Current CDC data shows that while 2 in 3 eligible Americans are 
double-jabbed, only 1 in 3 have received a recommended booster dose (a relevant 
statistic: the CDC says only half of eligible Americans got their annual flu shot during the 
2020-2021 season).  And yet here we are, watching our government push for 
even more booster doses as we head into the fall and winter months. 
 
 

URGENT: CDC is now warning of a coming stealth variant, now 
emerging; you would have zero symptoms, you also test negative, 
you look & feel healthy & normal, yet you are likely infected, so 
ISOLATE & lockdowns, business closures, & school closures would 
continue due to possible asymptomatic spread they cannot verify 
until they get the transmission under control; CDC advises more 
details to come. 
PSYOP-22 looks to now be in play. PSYOP-CLIMATE-CHANGE on deck. 

 
by Dr. Paul Alexander 
 
Beware and do not be confused, remain calm, you will test negative 100% of the 
time and have zero symptoms, and will feel very fine and you would test negative 
on multiple repeated tests, yet CDC and NIH indicates that you are still to 
consider yourself as likely infected and you must isolate and lockdown and 
shield away, with triple masks. Dr. Fauci of NIAID has indicated that double 
masks are being discouraged and will not do the trick with this variant. You must 
wear the mask indoors at all times and when outdoors also even if there is no one 
around you for 5 miles. Only above 5 miles radius should you consider removing 
the mask outdoors. A face shield with protective gloves will add an additional 
layer of protection as per Dr. Fauci until transmission is mitigated. 
 

https://palexander.substack.com/p/cdc-is-now-warning-of-a-coming-stealth?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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CDC and the NIH are collaboratively and urgently bringing it to our attention for 
action! 
 
You are now likely saying WTF? And you would be right. But this is the inanity we 
lived through for 2.5 years. This is why we locked the world down. 
 
 

Scientists Have Recreated World’s Deadliest Flu Virus 
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact Checked 
September 08, 2022  
  
STORY AT-A-GLANCE 

 Scientists in the U.S. and Canada have resurrected the Spanish flu virus 
through reverse genetics. Not surprisingly, the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) and Dr. Anthony Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases (NIAID) are involved 

 The scientists appear frustrated by the fact that their reverse engineered 
Spanish flu virus — even at the highest doses tested — was not lethal 
enough to kill the macaque species selected for the experiment. They 
argue we need to make a more dangerous version of the Spanish flu to be 
able to make better vaccines for it. This despite the fact that, until they 
resurrected it, it no longer existed in nature 

 The argument that we need to create dangerous viruses “just in case” 
Nature comes up with something similar, so we can create vaccines for 
said viruses in advance, simply doesn’t hold water. This is science gone 
mad, and it must be stopped 

 Evidence points to SARS-CoV-2 being the product of gain-of-function 
research, and a number of U.S. institutions need to come clean about their 
work, including the EcoHealth Alliance (EHA), the University of North 
Carolina (UNC), the University of California at Davis (UCD), the NIH and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) 

 All of these agencies and institutions have conducted and/or collaborated 
on research that may be able to solve the mystery of where SARS-CoV-2 
came from. But instead of transparently sharing their data, they’ve merely 
declared that they’ve “not been involved in any experiments that could 
have resulted in the emergence of SARS-CoV-2.” Blanket denials are no 
longer enough. They must produce the data for independent review and 
analysis 
 

Evidence points to SARS-CoV-2 being the product of gain-of-function (GoF) 
research. Indeed, attorney Tom Renz will soon release the results of a major legal 
investigation, which he claims will demonstrate — beyond a reasonable doubt — 
that SARS-CoV-2 was created as part of a GoF project.1 

 

https://www.mercola.com/forms/background.htm
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Whether the outbreak was accidental, intentional or the result of negligence, the 
end result is the same — devastation of health, commerce, finance and civil life 
worldwide for years on end. 
 
Now imagine what might happen if something like the Spanish flu got out — or 
worse, a turbo-charged, genetically engineered version of it. Incomprehensible as 
it may seem to the average person, scientists in the U.S. and Canada have 
resurrected this devastatingly lethal virus and, not surprisingly, the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and Dr. Anthony Fauci's National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) are involved. 
 

Mad Scientists Are Testing Recreated Spanish Flu on Monkeys 
As reported by Renz, August 19, 2022: 

 
"... this is so absurd that I am just starting with the reference document because I 
am concerned no one will believe it. Here it is: 'Spanish Flu GoF.'3 Yes, that is 
right, Fauci and crew are now actively performing gain-of-function (GoF) work 
and infecting primates with the Spanish Flu ... Here is a quote from the document: 
'... Influenza virus A/South Carolina/1918 (H1N1) was generated by reverse 
genetics and handled in biosafety level 4 (BSL-4) containment at the National 
Microbiology Laboratory (NML). 
 
Sequences of the 1918 influenza viral segments were based on data reported 
under GenBank accession numbers DQ208309, DQ208310, DQ208311, AF117241, 
AY744935, AF250356, AY130766, and AF333238. 
 
1918 influenza virus was cultured using Madin-Darby canine kidney ... cells. 
MDCK cells were grown in minimum essential medium ... supplemented with 5% 
fetal bovine serum ... and 1 L-glutamine ... 
 
A passage 2 (P2) virus stock was prepared using MEM supplemented with 0.1% 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) ... 1 L-glutamine, and 1 mg/mL N-tosyl-L-
phenylalanine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-treated trypsin ... 
 
This stock was used for animal inoculation. The mouse 50% lethal dose (MLD50) 
for this stock was determined previously to be 103.2 PFU; this value was 
confirmed prior to the use of the stock for macaque infection.' 
 
I frankly do not care to debate the nuance of whether the recreation of generally 
extinct virus 'generated by reverse genetics' using pieces and parts of other 
animals qualifies as GoF; what I care about is that we have recreated the Spanish 
Flu and are experimenting with it on other animals." 
 

Spanish Flu 'Not Lethal Enough' 

https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/jvi.00728-22
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As noted by Renz, the scientists appear frustrated by the fact that their reverse 
engineered Spanish flu virus — even at the highest doses tested — was not lethal 
enough to kill the two macaque species selected for the experiment. 
 
Macaques were therefore deemed "not ideal for the development and testing of 
novel pandemic influenza-specific vaccines and therapies," necessitating "other 
physiologically relevant nonhuman primate models." Renz continues:4 

 
"... given the result of the previous coronavirus GoF, can ANYONE possibly argue 
GoF work on the Spanish Flu is a good idea? Even the simple recreation of the 
disease demonstrates an incredible lack of respect for the disaster created by the 
coronavirus GoF. 
 
So you may be asking, what moron could possibly be oblivious enough to 
support GoF work on the Spanish Flu while the world is still dealing with the 
nightmare that is COVID? The answer should not be surprising ... NIH and NIAID 
are involved. 
 
Apparently Fauci does not mind what he did with funding the creation of COVID 
and is at it again. You might also note the vaccine development crew's 
involvement. A foundational point in this article is that the newly recreated 
Spanish Flu is not dangerous enough. Here is a pull-quote: 
 
'However, 1918 influenza was uniformly nonlethal in these two species, 
demonstrating that this isolate is insufficiently pathogenic in rhesus and 
Mauritian cynomolgus macaques to support testing novel prophylactic influenza 
approaches where protection from severe disease combined with a lethal 
outcome is desired as a highly stringent indication of vaccine efficacy.' 
 
This means that these people are arguing that we need to make a more 
dangerous version of the Spanish Flu so they can make 'better' vaccines for it … 
despite the fact that until they recreated it, it likely no longer existed in nature." 
 
As noted by Renz, elected officials really need to answer the question, "Why is 
this kind of research allowed to continue on your watch?" Why are we reverse 
engineering the most lethal viruses the world has ever seen — after they've 
already been eradicated? 
 
The argument that we need to create dangerous viruses "just in case" Nature 
comes up with something similar, so we can create vaccines for said viruses in 
advance, simply doesn't hold water. Stop creating these monstrosities, and we 
won't need the vaccines! This is science gone mad, and it must be stopped. 
 
Besides, what are the chances that a virus would emerge naturally that just so 
happens to perfectly match the virus we now have a vaccine against? The entire 
premise is irrational from start to finish. It's biowarfare research and nothing else. 
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The Intentional Cover-Up of SARS-CoV-2's Origin 

Fauci, former NIH chief Dr. Francis Collins, EcoHealth Alliance president Peter 
Daszak and other members of the scientific community have spent the last two 
and a half years actively stifling debate about the genesis of SARS-CoV-2. 
 
And, coincidentally, most of them have clear-cut connections to bat coronavirus 
GoF research and/or the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), which appears to be 
the lab from which the virus somehow escaped. 
 
So, it appears those who insist SARS-CoV-2 is of natural origin, despite all the 
evidence to the contrary, are doing so because they don't want risky virological 
research to be blamed for the COVID pandemic. That would "blow their cover" 
and raise questions about the sanity of funding such research. 
 
Some may be so enamored with their chosen careers, they cannot imagine doing 
anything other than tinkering with pathogens. For them, pulled funding is a threat 
to their livelihood. But for others, the underlying incentive may be more 
nefarious. Like I already said, there's really no reason for this kind of research 
other than the creation of weapons of mass destruction. 
 
Whatever incentive any given player may have had, what's clear is that Fauci, 
Collins, Daszak and many others intentionally undermined efforts to get to the 
bottom of where SARS-CoV-2 came from. 
 

Corrupted Science 
 
Video Link 
Attesting to this corruption of science is Jeffrey Sachs, Ph.D., professor of 
economy at Columbia University, a senior United Nations adviser and chair of 
The Lancet COVID-19 Commission, convened in June 2020. 
 
Sachs originally assigned Daszak to lead and organize the COVID-19 
Commission's task force to investigate the virus's genesis (one of 11 task forces 
under the COVID Commission). Sachs ended up dismissing Daszak from the task 
force in June 2021, after he realized just how serious Daszak's conflicts of 
interest were,5 and that Daszak was lying to him.6 

 
Eventually, he realized Daszak wasn't the only rotten apple in the bunch. Other 
members of The Lancet Commission's COVID Origins task force were also 
working against their mandate to investigate the pandemic's origin. The final 
straw came when Sachs sacked Daszak and several task force members 
suddenly attacked him for being "antiscience." 
 
Shortly thereafter, a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request brought 
previously hidden NIH documents to light, and Sachs realized that those who 

https://rumble.com/v1hat53-the-defender-show-episode-64-the-origins-of-covid-19-with-jeffrey-sachs.html
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were attacking him also had undisclosed ties that made their ability to get to the 
truth doubtful at best. At that point, in September 2021, he disbanded the whole 
task force. 
 

Lack of Transparency Breeds Mistrust 
In mid-May 2022, Sachs published a frank opinion piece in the journal 
PNAS,7 together with Neil Harrison, calling for a truly independent inquiry into the 
origin of SARS-CoV-2. 
 
Much may be gleaned from information found in U.S.-based research institutions 
that were working with Wuhan-based institutions, including the WIV. Yet such 
material has not been disclosed for independent analysis. 
 
In their article, Sachs and Harrison argued that while transparency on the part of 
Chinese authorities would be "enormously helpful," much may be gleaned from 
information found in U.S.-based research institutions that were working with 
Wuhan-based institutions, including the WIV. Yet such material has not been 
disclosed for independent analysis. Here's an excerpt:8 

 
"This lack of an independent and transparent US-based scientific investigation 
has had four highly adverse consequences. First, public trust in the ability of US 
scientific institutions to govern the activities of US science in a responsible 
manner has been shaken. 
 
Second, the investigation of the origin of SARS-CoV-2 has become politicized 
within the US Congress; as a result, the inception of an independent and 
transparent investigation has been obstructed and delayed. 
 
Third, US researchers with deep knowledge of the possibilities of a laboratory-
associated incident have not been enabled to share their expertise effectively. 
Fourth, the failure of NIH, one of the main funders of the US–China collaborative 
work, to facilitate the investigation into the origins of SARS-CoV-2 has fostered 
distrust regarding US biodefense research activities. 
 
Much of the work on SARS-like CoVs performed in Wuhan was part of an active 
and highly collaborative US–China scientific research program funded by the US 
Government (NIH, Defense Threat Reduction Agency [DTRA], and US Agency for 
International Development [USAID]), coordinated by researchers at EcoHealth 
Alliance (EHA), but involving researchers at several other US institutions. 
 
For this reason, it is important that US institutions be transparent about any 
knowledge of the detailed activities that were underway in Wuhan and in the 
United States. The evidence may also suggest that research institutions in other 
countries were involved, and those too should be asked to submit relevant 
information ..." 
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Sachs and Harrison go on to name a number of U.S. institutions that need to 
come clean about their work, including the EcoHealth Alliance (EHA), the 
University of North Carolina (UNC), the University of California at Davis (UCD), the 
NIH, NIAID and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). 
 
All of these agencies and institutions have conducted and/or collaborated on 
research that may be able to solve the mystery, but instead of transparently 
sharing their data, they've merely declared that they've "not been involved in any 
experiments that could have resulted in the emergence of SARS-CoV-2." 
 

Blanket Denials Are Not Good Enough 
As noted by Sachs, before we can believe such claims, we need to be able to 
confirm their veracity, and that requires independent analysis of all the data. 
 
"Blanket denials from the NIH are no longer good enough. Although the NIH and 
USAID have strenuously resisted full disclosure of the details of the EHA-WIV-
UNC work program, several documents leaked to the public or released through 
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) have raised concerns," Sachs and 
Harrison wrote.9 

 
"These research proposals make clear that the EHA-WIV-UNC collaboration was 
involved in the collection of a large number of so-far undocumented SARS-like 
viruses and was engaged in their manipulation within biological safety level 
(BSL)-2 and BSL-3 laboratory facilities, raising concerns that an airborne virus 
might have infected a laboratory worker. 
 
A variety of scenarios have been discussed by others, including an infection that 
involved a natural virus collected from the field or perhaps an engineered virus 
manipulated in one of the laboratories." 
 

Suspicious 'Coincidences' Abound 
Sachs and Harrison go on to discuss the problem of an unusual furin cleavage 
site (FCS) in SARS-CoV-2 that makes it more transmissible and pathogenic than 
related viruses. 
 
While it's not yet known how this feature came to be within SARS-CoV-2, whether 
by natural evolution or intentional insertion, "We do know that the insertion of 
such FCS sequences into SARS-like viruses was a specific goal of work 
proposed by the EHA-WIV-UNC partnership within a 2018 grant proposal 
('DEFUSE') that was submitted to the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA)," Sachs wrote. 
 
That particular DARPA proposal was never funded, but as noted by Sachs, "we 
do not know whether some of the proposed work was subsequently carried out in 
2018 or 2019, perhaps using another source of funding." 
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"Information now held by the research team headed by EHA, as well as the 
communications of that research team with US research funding agencies, 
including NIH, USAID, DARPA, DTRA, and the Department of Homeland Security, 
could shed considerable light on the experiments undertaken by the US-funded 
research team and on the possible relationship, if any, between those 
experiments and the emergence of SARS-CoV-2," Sachs and Harrison wrote.10 

 
"We do not assert that laboratory manipulation was involved in the emergence of 
SARS-CoV-2, although it is apparent that it could have been. However, we do 
assert that there has been no independent and transparent scientific scrutiny to 
date of the full scope of the US-based evidence." 
 
In an August 2, 2022, Current Affairs interview,11 Sachs again reiterated that he 
believes the NIH and allied scientists colluded to impede The Lancet 
Commission's investigation, for the simple reason that the virus was the result of 
U.S. research. 
 
Indeed, aside from what Sachs brought up in his PNAS article, there are patents 
spanning decades to suggest that's true (see "Patents Prove SARS-CoV-2 Is a 
Manufactured Virus"). 
 
Sachs also opened up about his concerns and misgivings in an August 20, 2022, 
interview with Robert F. Kennedy Jr. (video above). He admits believing in the 
zoonotic spillover theory early on, only to, over time, come to change his mind as 
he realized he was being lied to, over and over again. 
 
Today, he believes the lab-leak theory is the most likely explanation for the 
pandemic — and that the U.S. government, the NIH, the NIAID and the rest are 
suppressing the truth for the simple reason that they're responsible for its 
creation, even if only in part. 
 

Final Thoughts 
To circle back to where we started, is it really prudent to reverse engineer the 
Spanish flu virus, and further tinker with it to make it even more lethal — all in the 
name of vaccine development? 
 
Think back over the past few years. Mull over the deaths — an estimated 18 
million from COVID-19 alone — the suicides (deaths of despair), the lost 
businesses, lost education years, the loss of freedoms and Constitutional rights, 
the COVID jab injuries, and the massive wealth transfer that has occurred. 
 
All of that may have been because of this kind of mad science. Do we really want 
to repeat it in the future, but with a far more lethal pathogen? Most sane persons 
would say no. It's time for legislators to take definitive steps to ensure mankind is 
not wiped out by scientific hubris. 
 

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/patents-prove-sars-cov-2-is-a-manufactured-virus
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/patents-prove-sars-cov-2-is-a-manufactured-virus
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Pfizer rakes in massive profits thanks to its risky mRNA COVID shots 
by: Sara Middleton, staff writer | September 5, 2022 
 (NaturalHealth365)  Want to make money during the pandemic?  Apparently, all 
you have to do is get on the good side of U.S. public health officials and churn 
out a brand new drug that will be heavily propagandized by the government and 
effectively coerced onto the American public.  In a separate news headline, Pfizer 
said it has made $54 billion profit on its Vax program.  Blood Money would be a 
more accurate term for its profits!  
 
In all seriousness, when looking at recent pharmaceutical company 
profit projections, there’s no question that making medication is good business 
… at least for Big Pharma stakeholders. 
 
Pfizer DOUBLES its revenue thanks to mRNA COVID shot! 
At a time when thousands of small businesses in America are experiencing 
“significant” financial hardships due to the pandemic – over 40% of small 
businesses (out of 5,800 total surveyed) in one July 2020 study published 
in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences faced temporary closure 
because of COVID-19 – major pharmaceutical companies are enjoying record 
profits, and often at the expense of the thousands upon thousands of citizens 
harmed by their novel gene-based drugs. 
 
According to Children’s Health Defense, COVID shot maker Pfizer enjoyed a cool 
$81.3 billion in revenue in 2021, about double what it earned in 2020.  Of those 
billions, nearly half (about 45 percent) came directly from its mRNA COVID jab). 
 
This is not to suggest that there is anything unethical per se about a company 
turning a profit. But consider the situation that Pfizer finds itself in: positioned as 
the drug of choice for the pandemic, with contracts that guarantee the company 
gets paid while being absolved of any and all liability for injuries and deaths 
caused by its drug. 
 
Meanwhile, the Biden Administration ordered another 105 million doses of 
Pfizer’s COVID shots at the end of June 2022 – to the tune of $3.2 billion worth of 
taxpayers’ money – despite having thrown away more than 82 million expired 
doses of COVID jabs as of mid-May. 
 
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, “The contract 
announcement follows a June 28 meeting of the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration’s (FDA’s) Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory 
Committee meeting, which recommended the inclusion of an Omicron component 
for COVID-19 booster vaccines in the U.S.” 
 
News flash: viruses evolve.  This is certainly the justification they use for issuing 
new flu shots every year.  Can we expect to see a future of updated mRNA COVID 
shots year after year, too?  Will healthcare workers and other citizens be forced 

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/author/sara-middleton/
https://naturalhealth365.com/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-revenue-81-billion-covid-vaccines-cola/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-revenue-81-billion-covid-vaccines-cola/
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/irrefutable-evidence-mrna-covid-jab-causes-vascular-and-organ-damage.html
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/fda-gives-green-light-to-pfizer-covid-booster-for-kids-5-to-11-disregards-questionable-efficacy-data.html
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to inject themselves again and again with these drugs simply to put food on their 
families’ tables? 
 
In its June 29 press release announcing the ordering of 105 million extra COVID 
doses, HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra is quoted as saying that “Vaccines have 
been a game-changer in our fight against COVID-19, allowing people to return to 
normal activities knowing that vaccines protect from severe illness.”  Notice the 
sneaky implication of that statement: that the majority of Americans would face 
serious illness from COVID-19 unless vaxxed.  But this is simply not true for 
virtually all age groups, and COVID-19 remains a highly survivable illness for the 
majority of people who contract it (about 98.2%, to be exact, according to a “fact-
checking” article by AP News), and thank goodness for that. 
 
Also note: despite using taxpayer dollars to order another 105 million doses 
(“with options for up to 300 million doses,” according to HHS), there is absolutely 
NO mention of the shots stopping SARS-CoV-2 transmission.  Remember when 
we were told that these jabs WOULD stop transmission?  Interesting how that’s 
no longer a talking point and that pro-vaxxers will claim that it was “never” about 
stopping transmission in the first place… 
 
Cash cows: Here are other top-selling drugs making Big Pharma folks rich. 
The mRNA COVID shot from Pfizer is certainly set to be among the most 
profitable drugs of all time.  But, just so you know, here are ten of the bestselling 
drugs earning Pharma companies billions upon billions of dollars: 
 

1. Humira (Adalimumab) for rheumatic diseases and inflammatory bowel 
diseases 

2. Eliquis (Apixaban) for blood clots 
3. Revlimid (Lenalidomide) for multiple myeloma 
4. Keytruda (Pembrolizumab) for cancer chemotherapy 
5. Enbrel (Etanercept) for rheumatic diseases 
6. Herceptin (Trastuzumab) for breast cancer chemotherapy 
7. Eylea (Aflibercept) for wet macular degeneration 
8. Opdivo (Nivolumab) for cancer chemotherapy 
9. Avastin (Bevacizumab) for cancer chemotherapy 
10. Rituxin (Rituximab) for rheumatic diseases and cancer chemotherapy 

 
Notice these drugs are largely used to treat diseases that are shown to have 
lifestyle-related risk factors.  Now just imagine if we took even a fraction of those 
Pharma profits and used them to incentivize people to exercise more, quit 
smoking, or make healthier food choices (think: free gym memberships, farmer’s 
market food vouchers, healthcare premium discounts, etc.) 
 

 

The Worst Is Yet To Come as Death and False Flag Threats Are 
Planned by the State 
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“At some point, the governing criminals will come after all those not willing to be 

injected, and will make living very difficult for all of us… This could become a 
very dangerous country in a short amount of time for people demanding freedom. 
Our whole practical government is grounded in mob psychology and the Boobus 
Americanus will follow any command that promises to make him safer.” 
 
The final push toward a totalitarian state is upon us, and an all-out assault on 
society seems imminent.  
 
With most of the population still going along with these scams, still obeying 
every order, and still unable to muster any courage…, what are those of us that 
are informed and willing to defy ‘authority’ to do? 
 
What is coming will be a combination of extreme propaganda, fear-mongering, 
false flag attacks, fake ‘virus’ attacks, a deadly flu season due to ‘vaccination,’ 
more ‘vaccine’ mandates, and power and water grid shutdowns, creating an 
environment to allow for full or partial martial law.  
 
This will set the stage to reinstate lockdowns, quarantines, and isolation, to 
advance bogus ‘climate change’ agendas, and to create a regulatory climate so 
restrictive as to mirror that of a total dictatorial state. 
 
First and foremost, the ‘variant’ threat will be easily advanced because many 
more will likely die this fall and winter… due to widespread immune system 
failures because of…millions of poisonous injections…  
 
Deaths… will still be blamed on a ‘virus’ or ‘variant’ that does not exist, and this 
tactic will allow the purposeful spreading of extreme fear. 
 
This government… will then go after the children by planned injection of the toxic 
‘Covid vaccine throughout the … indoctrination centers called ‘public’ schools. 
This will begin with children 12 and older, and… will be targeting every child 
down to babies and infants with this deadly concoction. 
 
With more death and sickness, new and more severe lockdowns will be 
attempted…  
 
This plot will be enhanced due to planned cyber attacks that are ‘expected’ to 
shut down power and water grids across the nation. These so-called attacks will 
certainly be false flag terror against the masses, and could easily cause civil 
unrest, violence, and extreme aggression by the state in response to any dissent.  
 
As the year progresses, more division will occur in an us-versus-them situation, 
pitting ‘vaccinated’ against those unvaccinated. … 
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At some point, the governing criminals will come after all those not willing to be 
injected, and will make living very difficult for all of us… 
 
Don’t forget about the fictitious manmade ‘climate change’ agenda, as it looks 
like the drive toward radical policy decisions based on climate are already in the 
works.  

 
 
This is very troubling, as it adds another dangerous level of tyranny to a society 
already consumed by dictatorial madness. It could easily be used to force more 
quarantines, travel bans, and allocation of utility services, that are all virtually 
controlled by this government and its partners. 
 
What comes with this agenda is mass restriction of life-giving water and power, 
the decimation of food production and distribution, supply line shutdowns, and 
unstoppable runaway inflation, especially concerning the most vital needs of this 
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citizenry. When food becomes so scarce that many are starving, total chaos will 
ensue. 
 
Economically speaking, any or all of these things happening will disrupt all 
economic activity for the masses, but will be used by the claimed ‘elite’ ruling 
class to continue to steal the wealth from all of you, just as has happened over 
the past year and a half.  
 
This has been the biggest wealth transfer in history, and it is not over yet. The 
powerful that are destroying the lives of billions, are continuing to live like kings 
while claiming ownership of all money and property. The goal of course, is for 
you to own nothing and be happy about it. 
 

CONCLUSION 
…The more that refuse to accept this totalitarian domination, the better, as time 
has run out, but if a very large number of excess deaths occur this fall and winter 
as I expect, the wheels of tyranny will turn faster and faster in an attempt to finish 
this long-planned coup to capture and control the bodies and minds of humanity.  
 
At that point, we will have already lost, especially those living in the highest 
population areas such as cities. 
 
I realize all this sounds far-fetched to most, but then most have no idea of what is 
coming. We are not in Kansas anymore. 
 

 

Are the COVID-19 mRNA jabs Causing a Cancer Epidemic? 
by: Sara Middleton, staff writer | September 8, 2022 

NaturalHealth365)  Could different types of cancer be future side effects of these 
heavily propagandized COVID-19 injections?  Are we about to see a wave of new 
cancer diagnoses within the next decade? 
 
We recently discussed how some doctors believe rising cancer rates could be 
linked to gene-based COVID jabs.  Now, a new analysis published by The Daily 
Exposé offers yet another perspective on this concerning trend. 
 
Do COVID injections cause cancer?  This data analysis offers compelling and 
concerning evidence. 
 
A simple way to think about cancer is “cell growth gone out of control.” DNA 
damage, which occurs due to the cumulative effects of everything from aging to 
stress to unhealthy lifestyle choices, is a key trigger of this uncontrolled cellular 
growth.  And one of the most valuable ways our bodies can prevent this DNA 
damage is through a mechanism known as the homologous recombination DNA 
repair pathway.  Here’s why this has profound implications for COVID jabs 
and cancer: 

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/author/sara-middleton/
https://naturalhealth365.com/
https://expose-news.com/2022/08/02/the-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-cause-cancer/
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/vitamin-c-stem-cells-3783.html
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It has been shown recently that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein effectively 
destroys this DNA repair process in white blood cells known as 
lymphocytes.  “The viral spike protein was so toxic to this pathway that it 
knocked 90% of it out,” Joel Smalley of The Exposé writes, adding that the entire 
spike protein found in the body after a natural infection is unlikely to get into a 
cell nucleus and hang around long enough to cause cancer. 
 
“Unfortunately,” he continues (emphasis his), “the experimental mRNA toxshot 
induces spike protein to be produced … in and around the cell nucleus and is 
produced for at least 60 days and almost certainly longer,” citing multiple 
scientific sources in his claim, including a 2021 study from Sweden by authors 
Hui Jiang and Ya-Fang Mei. 
 
It is important to note that the Mei and Jiang study has since been retracted due 
to so-called spurious “expressions of concern.” But despite this retraction (which 
was allegedly spearheaded by individuals with obvious conflicts of interest, such 
as an association with the National Institutes of Health, a major funder of 
Moderna), Smalley claims that “the [vax-induced] spike protein circulating in 
large quantities, in the direct vicinity of the cell nucleus, for elongated periods of 
time, still has the potential to induce cancer in [ovary, pancreas, breast, prostate, 
and lymph node] cells.  These cancers can take years to develop, and so it’s 
possible that we don’t see much of a safety signal for 5 or 10 years.” 
 
As for the common counterclaim from mainstream vax advocates who say that 
the vax-induced spike protein doesn’t get into the cell nucleus, Smalley says 
mRNA creators submitted pictures of spike proteins getting into cell nuclei “as 
part of their emergency use application,” so the claim doesn’t seem to hold 
weight. 
 
Jabbed or not, you can protect your health by knowing these early warning signs 
of cancer. 
 
Let’s be clear (and not alarmist): you can’t tell from signs and symptoms alone 
whether you have cancer.  Indeed, many of the following cancer signs and 
symptoms can also be caused by other conditions, including conditions that are 
far less serious. 
 
That said, you should consult with a trusted healthcare provider if you notice any 
of the following issues in yourself or a loved one, as they can be early warning 
signs of cancer, according to the American Cancer Society: 
 

 Extreme fatigue, lethargy, and/or tiredness that doesn’t get better with rest 
 A recent unintentional weight gain or loss of at least 10 pounds without a 

known reason 
 Difficulty eating or swallowing, or an unexplained lack of appetite 

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/sars-cov-2-gene-sequence-linked-to-moderna-patent-3568.html
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 Persistent abdominal bloating, nausea, and/or vomiting 
 Lumps and swelling anywhere in the body 
 New, unexplained pain, especially if this pain persists or gets worse 
 Changes in the skin, including scaly rashes, new or changing moles, sores 

that don’t heal, or yellow discoloration of the skin and even whites of the 
eyes (jaundice) 

 A persistent cough or hoarseness to the voice 
 Sores, bleeding, and/or pain or altered sensations in the mouth 
 Unusual bleeding or bruising 
 Unexplained changes in bowel and bladder function, including unusual-

looking stool, persistent constipation or diarrhea, blood in the urine or 
stool, pain while passing urine or stool, and new urgency or frequency 

 Night sweats and fever 
 Vision and/or hearing problems 
 Headaches 

 
In addition to being aware of any unusual signs and symptoms – and never 
feeling “bad” or worried about “overreacting” by talking to a trusted doctor about 
these symptoms – it may also help to be aware of your individual cancer risk 
factors.  These include family history and environmental factors such as diet, 
weight, toxin exposure, and smoking history. 
 
As with most health conditions, the earlier you get an accurate diagnosis, then 
the better your chances of a good outcome, at least in most cases.  So, don’t be 
afraid of what you don’t know, and trust that you can take responsibility for your 
health by taking a proactive approach to your well-being. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning: Gates-Funded Factory Breeds 30 Million Mosquitoes A 
Week For Release In 11 Countries 
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By Amy Mek 
 
Billionaire Bill Gates, who is funding the project, “assures” us it’s not a scene 
from a horror movie. 
 
Inside a two-story brick building in Medellín, Colombia, scientists work in muggy 
labs breeding 30 million genetically modified mosquitoes weekly in labs. They 
tend to the insects’ every need as they grow from larvae to pupae to adults, 
keeping the temperature just right and feeding them generous helpings of 
fishmeal, sugar, and, of course, blood. They are then released into the wild in 11 
countries.  Great way to infect people with the vaxxes. 
 
Billionaire Bill Gates, who is funding the project, assures us it’s not a scene from 
a horror movie. “The factory is real. And the mosquitoes that are released do not 
terrorize the locals. They help save and improve millions of lives.” Just as his 
‘covid vaccines’ have ‘saved’ millions of lives or his previous vaccination 
projects have left thousands of women sterile in India and Kenya. Or even his 
Polio vaccines have caused paralysis, seizure, and febrile convulsions in Sub-
Saharan Africa, Afghanistan, Congo, and the Philippines. 
 

Wolbachia Bacterium 
“The mosquitoes grown in this factory carry the Wolbachia bacterium, which 
prevents them from transmitting dengue and other viruses – including Zika, 
chikungunya, and yellow fever – to humans. By releasing them and breeding 
them with wild mosquitoes, they spread the bacteria, reducing virus transmission 
and protecting millions of people from disease,” claims Gates – just as his ‘covid 
vaccines’ have ‘reduced’ virus transmission and have ‘protected’ millions of 
people from disease. 
 
Research conducted in Indonesia has shown that mosquitoes 
carrying Wolbachia offer 77 percent protection against dengue fever, and 86 

https://rairfoundation.com/author/amyrairfoundation-com/
https://rairfoundation.com/demand-answers-bill-gates-global-mandatory-vaccination-agenda-challenged-by-germans-must-watch/
https://rairfoundation.com/demand-answers-bill-gates-global-mandatory-vaccination-agenda-challenged-by-germans-must-watch/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/government-corruption/gates-globalist-vaccine-agenda-a-win-win-for-pharma-and-mandatory-vaccination/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6121585/pdf/ijerph-15-01755.pdf
https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/Mosquito-Factory
https://www.naturalblaze.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/gm-mosquitos-broze.jpg
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percent are effective against hospitalization. Just like his ‘corona vaccines’ offer 
almost 100 percent ‘protection’ against covid and hospitalization. 
 
The mosquitoes are released in Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, 
Vietnam, Australia, Fiji, Kiribati, New Caledonia, and Vanuatu – eleven countries 
total. 
 
Gates plans to breed hundreds of millions of Wolbachia mosquitoes. Did Gates 
and his researchers consider all the variables that are likely to occur with a 
program where a new vector of spreading a bacteria by an insect that bites 
humans and other animals and, in the process, injects that bacteria into them? 
Where is the one, two, five, and ten-year report on the safety of such a program 
from a controlled environment? 
 
 

The ‘World War’ on COVID — An Arsenal of High-Tech ‘Weapons’ of 
Social Control 
If we carefully analyze each aspect of the “world war” on COVID-19, we can see 
how each tactic and high-tech “weapon” has harmed human health, destabilized 
civil society and possibly disrupted the ecological balance between the human 
population and the virus, while enriching private interests and empowering 
financially captured government regulators. 
By W. Aaron Vandiver 
 
Bill Gates has called the global response to COVID-19 a “world war.” His 
militaristic language has been echoed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and other architects 
of COVID-19 policy for the last two and half years. 
 
To fight their “world war,” Gates and Fauci and their allies have deployed an 
arsenal of high-tech “weapons” and tech-enabled tools of social control — 
contact tracing apps, PCR tests, QR codes, digital passports, lockdowns, mask 
mandates, mRNA vaccines, social media censorship, mass surveillance and so 
on — with devastating consequences for civil societies, human health and even 
the environment. 
 
As an advocate for wildlife conservation, I have been appalled as virtually all 
environmentalists, and most others on the left, have supported this disastrous 
high-tech “war” on COVID-19. 
 
I believe that an ecological perspective reveals many of the flaws inherent in an 
aggressive high-tech attack on a pathogen, although most environmentalists 
have been too blinded by progressive political ideologies and the hysteria 
surrounding COVID-19 to see this truth. 
 
In addition to criticisms leveled at pandemic policies by civil libertarians and 
public-health experts such as the authors of the Great Barrington Declaration — 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/w-aaron-vandiver/
https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/Pandemic-Innovation
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=bill+gates&type=defender
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=anthony+fauci&type=defender
https://kimgoldbergx1.substack.com/p/covid-19-and-the-green-void?s=r
https://kimgoldbergx1.substack.com/p/covid-19-and-the-green-void?s=r
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://gbdeclaration.org/
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critiques that I appreciate — I tend to view the pandemic in accord with insights I 
have gained while trying to protect the planet’s biodiversity, a point of view that 
many critics may not have thought about, and may even be inclined to dismiss. 
 
To me, the “war” on COVID-19 has been characterized by a destructive set of 
attitudes, beliefs and behaviors that appear to be deeply engrained in our political 
and economic institutions, and which form a pattern that should be recognizable 
to conservationists and ecologists: 
 

1. Aggressive intervention in complex natural processes using new, poorly 
understood technologies designed to achieve narrowly defined short-term 
goals, with disregard for the potential long-term ramifications; 

2. Profiteering by private interests that own the technologies, enabled by 
government entities and “experts” that have been financially captured by 
those interests; 

3. Followed by a cascade of unintended consequences. 
 
Each aspect of the “war” on COVID-19 can be understood in these terms. 
 
To explain, I will first elaborate on how I see the global response to COVID-19 
through the lens of ecology. 
 
Ecology and aggressive technological “wars” against complex living systems  
“The first rule of ecology is that everything is connected to everything else,” 
wrote the ecologist Barry Commoner in the 1970s. 
 
Or as the legendary naturalist John Muir, founder of Sierra Club 
(recently canceled by his own organization), wrote a hundred years before, 
“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in 
the universe.” 
 
Ecological damage often ensues when people aggressively try to control complex 
natural processes to achieve short-term goals without truly understanding how 
those living systems work, or what the full range of ramifications will be, usually 
with new technologies that promise “progress” but have a variety of 
consequences that cannot be managed over the long run. 
 
In my opinion, this is one reason why our global industrial economy, which 
interferes in natural processes on a massive scale across the planet, has brought 
about a multi-faceted ecological crisis that has seen a dramatic collapse in 
the planet’s biodiversity, including an average 70% decline in Earth’s wildlife 
populations since 1970, among other symptoms of environmental degradation (I 
won’t even mention the “C” word). 
 

https://fs.blog/four-laws-of-ecology/
https://www.sierraclub.org/michael-brune/2020/07/john-muir-early-history-sierra-club
https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries.html
https://www.worldwildlife.org/publications/living-planet-report-2020
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/endangered-species-animal-population-decline-world-wildlife-fund-new-report/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/endangered-species-animal-population-decline-world-wildlife-fund-new-report/
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An example of an ecologically destructive practice that fits this pattern is the Big 
Ag/ Big Pharma industry’s worldwide chemical “war” on plant and animal 
pathogens using herbicides, pesticides, antibiotics and other pharmaceuticals. 
 
The world’s most popular herbicide, glyphosate, has harmed global biodiversity 
over the last five decades and has potentially caused many human health 
problems, including cancer. (Acknowledging these harms is not to endorse the 
anti-farmer measures recently enacted in the Netherlands, Canada and 
elsewhere). 
 
The “war” on insects waged via the widespread application of the chemical 
insecticide DDT in the mid-20th century also caused vast ecological damage 
across many species that Rachel Carson exposed in her book “Silent Spring” 
giving rise to the modern-day environmental movement. 
 
Studies still link DDT to elevated risks of cancer in children and grandchildren of 
women who were exposed to the chemical decades ago. 
 
A similar ecologically destructive practice is the “war” that has been waged for 
decades on apex predators like wolves, bears and big cats at the behest of 
industrial agricultural interests, often accomplished through the large-scale 
spreading of chemical poisons across landscapes, triggering negative “trophic 
cascades” throughout U.S. and global ecosystems. 
 
I cannot help but notice that the high-tech “war” on COVID-19 resembles these 
industrial “wars” against the natural world in many respects. 
 
The whole “war” concept is based on a militaristic, mechanistic way of thinking 
that is obsessed with exerting technological control over natural processes to 
achieve short-term aims — often eradication of a “threat” like a pathogen or a 
predator — but cannot recognize the long-term consequences of interfering in the 
complex set of biological relationships that support natural ecosystems, and that 
ultimately provide the basis for human health and well-being. 
 
Gates exemplifies this mindset, with his techno-utopian beliefs that human 
pathogens are like computer viruses, that human biology can be manipulated like 
computer code, and that vaccines can be regularly “uploaded” into the human 
body like software updates. 
 
He has a wrongheaded, war-like notion, as observed by economist Jeffrey A. 
Tucker, that “with enough money, intelligence, and power, along with 
technological know-how at the helm, [a virus] can be stopped in its tracks.” 
 
Gates’s militaristic COVID-19 strategy of retreat (lockdowns and masks) and 
attack (mass mRNA vaccination) was never based on a holistic understanding of 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-chemical/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-chemical/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-pharma/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-study-cancer-glyphosate-roundup/
https://www.amazon.com/Toxic-Legacy-Weedkiller-Glyphosate-Environment-ebook/dp/B0971R287S/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1658859073&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Toxic-Legacy-Weedkiller-Glyphosate-Environment-ebook/dp/B0971R287S/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1658859073&sr=8-1
https://aacrjournals.org/cebp/article/30/8/1480/671027/Grandmaternal-Perinatal-Serum-DDT-in-Relation-to
https://harpers.org/2016/02/a-biocentrist-history-of-the-west/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trophic_cascade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trophic_cascade
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-great-reset-global-food-system-cola/
https://brownstone.org/articles/choice-quotes-from-bill-gatess-new-book/
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how human populations interact with pathogens and co-exist with them over 
time, how individual citizens remain healthy or how human societies thrive. 
 
“The pandemic is not a war,” says Indian activist Dr. Vandana Shiva, one of 
Gates’s staunchest critics, and one of the only prominent ecologists to criticize 
his COVID-19 policies. 
 
“In fact,” she says, “we are part of the biome. And we are part of the virome [the 
set of all viruses present in the human body]. The biome and the virome are us.” 
In other words, co-existence with pathogens is the rule in ecology, eradication of 
a pathogen from nature is the rare exception and declaring “war” on any part of a 
complex living system can have significant unintended consequences. 
 
But for Gates and Fauci and others in power, waging high-tech “wars” on viruses 
is far more amenable to their interests than a humble approach based on the 
subtle principle of ecology (or the traditional precepts of public health prior to 
March 2020). 
 
Using new technologies to control natural processes for short-term gain, with 
disregard for long-term ecological consequences, is the business model. In fact, 
the more ecological damage that is caused, the more that further technological 
interventions can be justified, raising the question of whether “unintended” 
consequences are in some cases intended. 
 
As explained further below, the failure of each aspect of the “war” on COVID-19 
can be described and understood in ecological terms, including lockdowns, 
masks, mRNA mass vaccination and even the origins of the virus itself. 
 
Origins of the virus: Who is the real bio-terrorist, Mother Nature or Anthony 
Fauci?  
 
One of the great ironies of the global response to COVID-19 is that one of its 
prime architects, Fauci, may have been partly responsible for the pandemic. 
 
Fauci and other powerful figures in the international bio-security establishment 
have long ignored the ecological risks of tampering with natural viruses using 
bio-weapons technology. 
 
This is an important factor that may have led to the initial outbreak of COVID-19 
in Wuhan, China. 
 
As soon as the pandemic started, Fauci immediately and vigorously began 
promoting the unproven theory that SARS-CoV-2 jumped naturally from wild 
animals to humans, and he even orchestrated a behind-the-scenes campaign to 
discredit alternative theories. 
 

https://inthesetimes.com/article/vandana-shiva-bill-gates-war-against-life-extinction-pandemic
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29398104/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/su48a7.htm
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-covid-shame-cola/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-lab-leak-theory-wuhan-institute-virology-ecohealth-alliance/
https://nypost.com/2022/04/01/research-group-funded-by-faucis-nih-reportedly-worked-to-cast-doubt-on-lab-leak-theory/
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But evidence has been steadily mounting that the novel coronavirus quite 
possibly came from “gain-of-function” research at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, funded in part by U.S. government grants approved by Fauci himself. 
 
Jeffrey Sachs, a prominent Democrat and professor of sustainability at Columbia 
University, chaired a commission for The Lancet that investigated the origins of 
SARS-CoV-2 for two years. 
 
He has said, “I’m pretty convinced it [the virus] came out of U.S. biotechnology, 
not out of nature . . . So it’s a blunder of biotech, not a natural spillover.” 
 
Sachs has compiled evidence supporting the lab-leak theory, particularly 
regarding the existence of an unusual feature on the virus called a “Furin 
Cleavage Site,” which may have been artificially inserted in SARS-CoV-2. 
 
I find Sach’s reasoning and the evidence he has presented persuasive, although 
as a wildlife conservationist I remain concerned about the potential for natural 
“spillover” of viruses from wild animals to humans. 
 
Environmentalists, journalists, scientists and others who focus their attention 
exclusively on computer models of zoonotic transmission and statistical 
studies favoring the natural transmission theory, while turning a blind eye to the 
hard evidence supporting the lab-leak theory laid out by Sachs and others, 
including Matt Ridley and Alina Chan, authors of ‘Viral: The Search for the Origins 
of COVID-19,’ are missing an important story. (Even Fauci now says he has 
an “open mind” about a possible lab leak.) 
 
Most fail to realize that Fauci and other proponents of “gain-of-function” have 
long shown a reckless disregard for the risks of tampering with natural viruses, 
expressing a paranoid attitude toward nature that is the antithesis of respect for 
ecology. 
 
Fauci and others claim that “Mother Nature Is the Ultimate Bioterrorist” to justify 
their Frankenstein-like efforts to hunt down the most dangerous viruses that exist 
in wild nature, take them to labs like the one in Wuhan and tinker around with 
them to make them more dangerous and deadly. 
 
Their twisted logic seems to be that if they intentionally create super viruses, they 
can somehow anticipate and prepare for natural pandemics. 
 
Most objective observers, however, say that “gain-of-function” is a military-
industrial boondoggle that has no practical benefit whatsoever and dramatically 
increases the risk of pandemics (which, when they do occur, substantially 
increase the wealth and power of those funding and conducting the experiments). 
“Gain-of-function research of concern involves the creation of new health 
threats,” Dr. Richard Ebright of Rutgers University recently testified before the 
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U.S. Senate, “health threats that did not exist previously and that might not come 
to exist by natural means for tens, hundreds, or thousands of years.” 
 
If environmentalists and others on the left were being true to their principles, they 
would denounce Fauci’s funding of bio-weapons experimentation and cry out for 
a worldwide ban on “gain-of-function” research in the same way that earlier 
generations of activists sought to limit the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
 
“Gain-of-function” is already illegal under U.S. laws that Fauci appears to have 
found his way around. 
 
It remains inconclusive whether “gain-of-function” research actually caused the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but its potential to have done so is a vivid example of how 
powerful actors like Fauci use technological tools to interfere with natural 
processes, with disregard if not outright contempt for the long-term ecological 
consequences, thereby creating opportunities to exercise more power. 
 

Lockdowns: A failed bio-warfare strategy 
Since 9/11 it has been part of U.S. bio-warfare planning to “lock down” the 
population in response to a deliberate biological attack or the accidental release 
of an engineered pathogen, which according to Sachs is exactly how SARS-CoV-
2 escaped the bio-technology lab in Wuhan, China. (See chapter 12 of Robert F. 
Kennedy Jr.’s book, “The Real Anthony Fauci,” for a comprehensive summary of 
bio-warfare planning over the last 20 years). 
 
In the Spring of 2020, this bio-warfare tactic — lockdown! — was unleashed on 
hundreds of millions of healthy Americans and billions of others worldwide 
without any understanding of the true long-term effects on human health and 
well-being, the vitality of our complex civil societies or the biological relationship 
between the population and the virus. 
 
Authorities justified lockdowns and associated policies with over-
simplified computer models that did not reflect biological reality, and which were 
based on the utterly false premise that limiting social contacts through the brute 
force of modern technology (contact tracing apps, QR codes, digital passports, 
mass testing, online schooling, social media messaging, etc.) would somehow 
“flatten the curve” of infections in some meaningful, non-temporary way. 
 
The Great Barrington Declaration, authored by epidemiologists Jay Bhattacharya, 
Martin Kulldorff, and Sunetra Gupta, of Stanford, Harvard and Oxford 
Universities, correctly predicted that lockdowns were incapable of containing or 
controlling the spread of the virus, which is now ubiquitous in every corner of the 
globe despite numerous countries enforcing lockdowns throughout 2020 and 
2021. 
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Complex human societies — vast networks of relationships and flows of material 
and energy — are in many ways like complex ecosystems that cannot simply be 
turned on and off like a machine. 
 
Indeed, shutting down social activity violated the first rule of public health 
articulated by the renowned Dr. D.A. Henderson, who patiently conducted slow 
and methodical work on smallpox, the only human disease ever to be eradicated 
(after a century-and-a-half of effort and a vaccine that prevented infection and 
transmission). 
 
Henderson said: 
“Experience has shown that communities faced with epidemics or other adverse 
events respond best and with the least anxiety when the normal social 
functioning of the community is least disrupted.” 
 
By disrupting the normal functioning of society to the maximum extent, 
lockdowns caused immense collateral damage to the most vulnerable 
and marginalized people on Earth, including the global poor (100 million pushed 
into dire poverty by lockdowns in 2020, and 263 million more could crash into 
extreme poverty this year), working classes ($3.7 trillion in lost earnings in 2020 
alone and now crippling inflation) and children (massive educational deficits and 
an unprecedented mental-health crisis). 
 
Lockdowns led to deaths of despair from suicide and drug and alcohol addiction, 
depression, skipped medical treatments and other direct harms to human health, 
including the impairment of millions of immune systems due to lack of 
exposure to pathogens, leading to surges of infection with adenovirus, 
rhinovirus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), human metapneumovirus, influenza 
and parainfluenza, in addition to COVID-19. 
 
Meanwhile, billionaires who own the technological armory of lockdown added a 
total of $5 trillion to their wealth from March 2020 to November 2021, and the 
world’s ten richest men, including Gates, doubled their fortunes due to the 
increase in the value of their holdings in Big Tech and Big Pharma attributable 
to “pandemic super profits.” 
 
According to Oxfam International, “for every new billionaire created during the 
pandemic — one every 30 hours — nearly a million people could be pushed into 
extreme poverty in 2022.” 
 
Lockdowns also empowered government bureaucrats (under the influence of Big 
Pharma, Big Tech and other multinational corporate interests) to rule by 
emergency decree, circumventing democratic processes and causing a massive 
worldwide rollback of basic civil liberties and human rights, which fell to various 
forms of tech-enabled control: free speech gave way to social media censorship, 
free movement to digital passports, and freedom to earn a living or get an 
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education to bans on “nonessential” activity that forced commerce and schooling 
online. 
 
The real story here is how elites used lockdowns to exert an unprecedented 
degree of control over society and each one of us. 
 
At the height of global lockdown mania in 2020, Vandana Shiva described their 
destabilizing and dehumanizing effect from her perspective as an activist who 
has long tried to protect India from policies that Gates and other global elites 
have forcefully imposed on her country, especially industrial agricultural policies 
that take control of the land away from traditional farmers and give it to giant 
multinational corporations. 
 
Shiva used ecological terms to illustrate how technocratic elites seek to control 
us in the same way that they control the land: 
 
“The coronavirus pandemic and lockdown have revealed even more clearly how 
we are being reduced to objects to be controlled, with our bodies and minds the 
new colonies to be invaded. This linear, extractive logic [of lockdown and similar 
policies] is unable to see the intimate relations that sustain life in the natural 
world. It is blind to diversity, cycles of renewal, values of giving and sharing, and 
the power and potential of self-organizing and mutuality. It is blind to the waste it 
creates and to the violence it unleashes.” 
 
Just as an ecologically short-sighted intervention in a complex living ecosystem 
can destabilize it, lockdowns severely destabilized our complex civil societies, 
exposing them and each of us to exploitation. 
 
For many years, we will be living with the catastrophic consequences of this 
heavy-handed and poorly understood bio-warfare tactic. 
 
Toxic masquerade: The effects of petrochemical masks on health and the 
environment 
 
Masks are “weapons” in the “war” on COVID-19 manufactured by the 
petrochemical industry that have caused enormous collateral damage to human 
health, civil society and even the environment. 
 
Yes, surgical and N95-style masks are made from synthetic petrochemical fibers, 
i.e. plastic. As I have written about previously, billions of plastic masks have 
already ended up in the world’s oceans, where they directly harm marine life like 
sea turtles, whales and especially sea birds — masks are devastating bird 
populations around the world.  Masks also pollute the water with countless tiny 
particles called “micro plastics” that infiltrate the marine food chain. Billions 
more plastic masks have been buried and burned in landfills and incinerators, 
where they release petrochemicals into the soil, water, and air. 
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At the height of the pandemic, the world was throwing away about 3 million 
masks per minute. 
 
The petrochemicals in masks are toxic. Many surgical and N95 masks 
contain PFAS, known as “Forever Chemicals.” 
 
One study found that “wearing masks treated with high levels of PFAS for 
extended periods of time can be a notable source of exposure and have the 
potential to pose a health risk.” 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently warned that certain 
PFAS compounds are more dangerous to human health than previously thought 
and present a risk to human health even in very tiny quantities. 
 
Recent studies have also found micro plastics in human blood and deep lung 
tissue for the first time ever. Those studies were not about masks, but they raise 
obvious questions about the effects of breathing through plastic material worn 
over the nose and mouth. 
 
A research team from the Hull York Medical School in the UK found 
polypropylene and PET or polyethylene terephthalate, which are fibers from 
synthetic fabrics such as the material that surgical and N95 masks are made 
from, in lung tissue. 
 
“The surprise for us was how deep it got into the lungs and the size of those 
particles,” their team leader said. 
 
Clearly, public-health agencies never paused their mask campaign long enough 
to consider the obvious risks that petrochemicals pose to human health and the 
environment. 
 
And notwithstanding these risks, Big Plastic manufacturing giants like 3M, which 
sold $1.5 billion of surgical and N95 masks in 2021, have every incentive to keep 
plastic masks rolling off the assembly line. 
 
3M and other large companies in the multibillion-dollar petrochemical industry 
routinely lobby officials in Washington D.C. about the supposed benefits of 
masking and have been handsomely rewarded with huge public contracts to 
provide masks to the government. 
 
The petrochemical industry has also engaged in heavy lobbying to defeat efforts 
to regulate the toxic chemicals, PFAS, found in masks and other plastic products. 
In addition to the direct harmful effects of the toxic petrochemicals and micro 
plastics in masks, countless negative social, emotional, educational, and health-
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related harms have been suffered by the public due to the simple act of covering 
people’s faces, especially those of children. 
 
Forcibly covering people’s faces in plastic material, or useless cloth, is not “low 
impact” in any sense, as public-health officials wrongly declare. 
 
Despite all this collateral damage, masks made little to no difference in the spread 
of the virus throughout the U.S. and the world. As with lockdowns, public-health 
officials rationalized mask mandates with oversimplified computer models, and 
with ridiculous studies on mannequins, as well as small inconclusive 
observational studies, not a robust scientific understanding of disease 
transmission in complex human societies. 
 
Randomized controlled trials conducted before and during the pandemic showed 
that mask policies did not significantly reduce community transmission of 
respiratory viruses including COVID-19. 
 
Even if masks were shown to have some modest effect, officials who mandated 
masks across vast swathes of society relied on the same faulty short-term logic 
that characterized lockdowns: the simple-minded notion that temporarily 
“tamping down” transmission of a respiratory virus is a legitimate and 
meaningful goal, regardless of the collateral damage. 
 
Petrochemical masks are yet another failed, but profitable, bit of industrial 
technology produced by the “war” economy that has sprung up around COVID-
19. mRNA mass vaccination: What can we learn from Big Pharma’s “war” on 
plant and animal pathogens? 
 
The biggest “weapons” deployed in the “war” on COVID-19, Pfizer and Moderna’s 
mRNA vaccines, are brand-new technologies that are unlike any other vaccine in 
history. Despite their technological novelty, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) determined with unprecedented “warp speed” that mRNA 
shots are “safe and effective,” and initially approved them for use on an 
emergency basis after shockingly brief tests. 
 
“Operation Warp Speed” was, in fact, a gargantuan military-industrial project 
involving four generals and dozens of other military officers. Bio-warfare 
planners have zeroed in on mRNA products because they can be quickly 
formulated and manufactured in response to a biological attack or an accidental 
lab leak. 
 
Clinical testing, however, takes years to complete and cannot be sped up, only 
curtailed. Long testing delays are unacceptable in a “war.” Putting “shots in 
arms” as quickly as possible is the measure of success. 
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But what are the long-term consequences for human health, as well as the 
ecology of the viral-host equilibrium in the population, due to hastily injecting 
nearly the entire human species with brand-new, lightly tested mRNA 
technologies developed by Big Pharma with “warp speed”? 
 
We may have no way of knowing for certain, and even trying to answer the 
question exposes someone to the pejorative “anti-vaxxer.” There are many 
rational critics of mRNA vaccines who deserve credit for standing up to name-
calling and censorship, and there are some irrational critics, too. I will not wade 
through all of those arguments here. 
 
Instead, as a conservationist, I tend to look for answers in the worldwide 
industrial “war” waged by Big Pharma (in conjunction with its corporate cousin, 
Big Ag) against plant and animal pathogens. 
 
To my mind, that chemical and pharmaceutical war is an important global 
precedent that has some disturbing parallels to the current mRNA assault on 
COVID-19 and may hold important lessons about what we can expect. 
 
For example, over three hundred million pounds of the chemical 
herbicide, glyphosate, are now dumped on U.S. soil every year. 
 
Glyphosate is manufactured by Bayer, which recently acquired the original 
manufacturer, Monsanto, in a $66 billion merger between Big Ag and Big Pharma 
(a confluence of corporate interests in which Bill Gates is an interested party, 
through his program to “revolutionize” global food production called Gates Ag 
One). 
 
The EPA, under the industry-friendly leadership of the Trump administration, 
determined that glyphosate is “safe” and “effective.” In June, however, a U.S. 
Court of Appeals ordered the EPA to set aside that order and reassess the risk 
that glyphosate poses to human health and the environment due to accumulating 
evidence of harms, including biodiversity loss in soils and waters laced with 
glyphosate. 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court recently refused Bayer’s appeal of a major multi-million-
dollar judgment based on the company’s failure to warn about glyphosate’s 
cancer risk. 
 
Nevertheless, glyphosate use remains at extraordinarily high levels, particularly 
on crops that have been genetically modified to withstand exposure to the 
chemical. As weeds growing on about 150 million acres of U.S. soil have 
become resistant to glyphosate — you might call them weed variants — more and 
more glyphosate and other powerful herbicides are used to kill “super weeds” in 
a perpetually escalating chemical war against natural plant pathogens. 
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Similar practices are carried out by the Big Ag/ Big Pharma industry in the animal 
agriculture sector. 
 
The widespread overuse of antibiotics and “leaky” vaccines that fail to prevent 
infection or transmission have created “superbugs” and “super viruses” in 
livestock animals. 
 
A “leaky” vaccine for Marek’s Disease in chickens may have stimulated the 
evolution of viral variants that made the disease much more deadly, as explained 
in a 2015 article in ‘Science’ magazine (with a title that could never be printed 
today) titled “Do Some Vaccines Make Viruses More Deadly?” 
 
The authors said: 
“Vaccines save millions of lives every year by teaching our immune systems how 
to combat certain viruses or bacteria. But a new study suggests that, 
paradoxically, they could sometimes teach pathogens to become more 
dangerous as well . . . Some vaccines don’t prevent infection, but they do reduce 
how sick patients become . . . such ‘imperfect’ or ‘leaky’ vaccines could give 
deadlier pathogens an edge, allowing them to spread when they would normally 
burn out quickly.” 
 
Yet the industry continues to engage in these kinds of ecologically risky (but 
profitable) agricultural practices on a global scale. 
 
The parallels between Big Ag/ Big Pharma’s chemical and pharmaceutical “wars” 
on plant and animal pathogens and Big Pharma’s current mRNA “war” on a 
human pathogen include these striking similarities: 
 

 Determination by corporate manufacturers and government regulators that 
chemical / pharmaceutical products are “safe” and “effective” before the 
long-term effects can possibly be known. 

 Accumulating evidence of adverse health effects after widespread use. We 
now know, after hundreds of millions of people have received shots in the 
U.S. alone, that mRNA vaccines can cause myocarditis, blood clots, facial 
paralysis, disruption of the menstrual cycle and a drop in sperm count, 
among other problems. A major pre-print study that re-examined the 
original mRNA vaccine clinical trials concluded that “[t]he excess risk of 
serious adverse events of special interest [caused by the mRNA vaccines] 
surpassed the risk reduction for COVID-19 hospitalization relative to the 
placebo group in both Pfizer and Moderna trials.” 

 Use of “leaky” vaccines. In March of 2021 Director of the CDC, Rochelle 
Walensky, said on CNN that “vaccinated people do not carry the virus, 
don’t get sick,” and a few months later Fauci guaranteed MSNBC 
host Chris Hayes that “when people get vaccinated they can feel safe that 
they are not going to get infected.” But we now know that although mRNA 
vaccines temporarily reduce symptoms of disease (an effect that did not 
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decrease all-cause mortality in countries that used them), they fail to 
prevent infection or transmission. Even Gates himself acknowledges that 
the shots are “not good at infection blocking.” 

 Possible generation of new variants due to “leaky” products. Vaccinology 
expert Geert Vanden Bossche believes that mass vaccination with “leaky” 
mRNA shots is putting evolutionary pressure on the virus to generate new 
vaccine-resistant variants, and that mass mRNA vaccination has disrupted 
“the equilibrium in the viral-host ecosystem.” He has pointed to the 
Marek’s Disease vaccine in chickens as one potentially relevant precedent. 
We do not yet know whether he is right, but we do know that vaccine-
resistant variants are emerging regularly. The new Omicron sub 
variants, BA.4 and BA.5, are highly resistant to vaccine-induced immunity. 
A study in the UK has shown that people who receive multiple boosters 
after being infected with the original strain of the virus are more 
susceptible to Omicron infection. 

 Perpetual escalation of the “war” against new variants in a vicious, but 
highly profitable, cycle. Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla sees no end to this cycle, 
as he predicts “constant waves” of COVID-19 variants accompanied by 
regular booster shots. Pfizer and its corporate partner BioNTech, along 
with Moderna, collectively had over $60 billion in vaccine revenue in 2021. 
They intend to keep the recurring-revenue business going for as long as 
possible, regardless of whether their own products are to blame for the 
emergence of variants. 

 The financial “capture” of government regulators. The FDA, the CDC, the 
National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the World Health Organization (WHO) get 
much of their funding directly from the pharmaceutical industry, and 
from “charitable” foundations with close financial ties to that industry, 
including the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Serious financial conflicts 
of interest exist at every level of the drug-approval process. Dr. Marty 
Makary of Johns Hopkins School of Medicine and Dr. Tracey Hoeg at the 
Florida Department of Health recently wrote an article about the relentless 
calls and text messages they are receiving from doctors and scientists at 
the top levels of the NIH, FDA and CDC regarding conflicts of interest and 
pressure to approve mRNA shots and boosters. Florida Governor Ron 
DeSantis summed it up best when he said, “What this whole year and a half 
has shown us is that these regulatory agencies of the federal government 
have basically become subsidiaries of the pharmaceutical industry.” 

 
Conclusion: 
If we carefully analyze each aspect of the “world war” on COVID-19, we can see 
how each tactic and high-tech “weapon” has harmed human health, destabilized 
civil society, and possibly disrupted the ecological balance between the human 
population and the virus, while enriching private interests and empowering 
financially captured government regulators. 
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The “war” has been characterized by the distinct pattern that I described at the 
beginning of this essay: 
 

1. Aggressive intervention in complex natural processes using new, poorly 
understood technologies designed to achieve narrowly defined short-term 
goals, with disregard for the potential long-term ramifications; 

2. Profiteering by private interests that own the technologies, enabled by 
government entities and “experts” that have been financially captured by 
those interests; 

3. Followed by a cascade of unintended consequences. 
 
This destructive pattern appears to be deeply ingrained in our institutions and in 
the outlook of our leaders. It largely defines our society’s dysfunctional 
relationship with the natural world. 
 
An ecological perspective that keeps this pattern in mind, and takes into account 
all of the consequences of launching high-tech “wars” on pathogens or any other 
part of our environment may help us avoid similar catastrophes in the future, or 
at least to recognize them. 
Originally published by Brownstone Institute. 
 
 

COVID-19 Vaccines Reprogram the Immune System to ATTACK 
important organs 
09/01/2022 / By Kevin Hughes  
  
The Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines purportedly reprogram the immune 
system to turn against the body, causing lymphocytes to attack important 
organs. 
 
Arne Burkhardt and Walter Lang, two pathology professors from Germany, held a 
press conference to explain this phenomenon. They presented an analysis of 10 
autopsies from people who died soon after their COVID-19 vaccination. All 10 
individuals were aged 50, and died at various intervals in the two weeks following 
their vaccination. 
 
Microscopic studies of tissue samples from the deceased individuals yielded an 
interesting find – the occurrence of a “lymphocyte riot.” Burkhardt and Lang 
discovered an alarming number of lymphocytes in various organs such as the 
liver, kidneys, spleen and uterus. The lymphocytes vigorously attacked the 
tissues in the organs and caused serious damage. (Related: Evidence shows 
COVID vaccines cause serious damage to the immune system.) 
 
This autoimmune horror could only be attributed to the COVID-19 vaccination. 
Burkhardt and two other pathologists attested to this, verifying that the vaccines 
triggered this pathogenesis in five of the 10 deceased individuals. 
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However, the medical examiners refused to acknowledge the COVID-19 shot’s 
role in the demise of the victims. Two of the cases reported the vaccination as a 
“probable” cause of death, while two others were noted as “rather coincident” or 
“possibly” caused by the vaccine. 
 
Regardless, Burkhardt emphasized that autoimmune diseases were among the 
deadly side effects of the COVID-19 shot. He outlined such conditions found in 
the vaccinated victims such as Sjogren’s syndrome (lymphocytes attacking the 
glands that produce tears and saliva), leucoclasmic vasculitis of the skin (blood 
vessels in the skin becoming inflamed) and Hashimoto’s disease (inflammation of 
the thyroid gland). 
 
Several of the deaths were caused by lymphocytic myocarditis, which is caused 
by the lymphocytes attacking and damaging the heart muscle. While the disease 
occurs in both young and old people after their COVID-19 vaccination, it is often 
misunderstood as a general infarction and blamed on other factors. 
 
Burkhardt also criticized medical coding standards utilized for finalizing death 
certificates that were currently in place. He dubbed these as “completely 
unsuitable” and “ultimately statically worthless,” because they make unclear 
arguments and do not refer to specific medical evidence. 
 
Vaccines kill: Burkhardt and Lang’s findings confirm results of an earlier analysis 
Burkhardt and Lang’s findings attested to the results of an earlier analysis, which 
looked at more autopsies. Back in August 2021, Dr. Peter Schirmacher examined 
40 autopsies of people who died within two weeks of getting their COVID-19 
vaccine dose. 
 
Schirmacher, a professor at Heidelberg University, concluded that one-third of 
the people died from the vaccination immediately, either through cerebral vein 
thrombosis or autoimmune diseases. He displayed microscopic details of serious 
tissue damage induced by the vaccines to back up his claim. 
 
Despite criticism from health authorities, he received support from his fellow 
pathologists. The Federal Association of German Pathologists threw its support 
behind Schirmacher, stating that more autopsies of vaccinated people who died 
within a certain time frame after vaccination should be performed. 
 
For his part, Schirmacher responded to the criticism by denying that he lacked 
competence. “The colleagues are definitely wrong, because they cannot assess 
this specific question competently,” he said. 
 
Schirmacher also denied allegations that he was trying to spread panic and 
rebuked allegations that he was an opponent of vaccinations, citing the fact that 
he himself was vaccinated. 

https://freewestmedia.com/2021/08/03/german-chief-pathologist-sounds-alarm-on-fatal-vaccine-injuries/
https://freewestmedia.com/2021/08/03/german-chief-pathologist-sounds-alarm-on-fatal-vaccine-injuries/
https://www.uni-heidelberg.de/en
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Watch the video below to know how the COVID vaccines completely destroy the 
immune system. 
This video is from the TruthAndFreedom1 channel on Brighteon.com. 
 

 
THE NEXT VAX: Big Pharma pushing to release ANOTHER mRNA 
“vaccine,” this one for RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) 
Friday, September 02, 2022 by: Ethan Huff 
 
(Natural News) After seeing the success, aka dollar signs, of the Wuhan 
coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccine” rollout, the pharmaceutical industry – and 
specifically Moderna – is now setting its sights on a new mRNA (messenger RNA) 
injection for respiratory syncytial virus, also known as RSV. 
 
Javara, a clinical trial company, is reportedly teaming up with Privia Health Group 
on behalf of Moderna to recruit clinical trial participants for the new mRNA jab. 
Participants from Georgia, Maryland and Texas will be asked to roll up their 
sleeves for the shot, which, like the mRNA shots for covid, is experimental. 
(Related: Big Pharma is also pushing an all-new mRNA nasal spray for the 
Chinese Virus.) 
 
Javara claims that more than 177,000 people 65 years of age and older are 
hospitalized for RSV every year in the United States. Some 14,000 of them end up 
dying, while treatment for the others costs about $3 billion annually. 
 
“Second only to the flu when it comes to causing significant respiratory illness in 
adults, RSV represents an often unrecognized yet very real and imminent threat 
to our older population,” says Michael Clay, Javara’s Chief Operation Officer. 
“Being able to vaccinate against this virus would save lives, prevent 
hospitalizations, and conserve healthcare resources.” 
 
“By taking this opportunity to test a promising preventive RSV vaccine, older 
adults increase the possibility that they will be protected from the discomforts 
and dangers of this virus. At the same time, by helping to move this research 
forward, these trial participants will be doing their part to prevent suffering and 
save lives around the world.” 
 
Beware the wave of new mRNA drug products that will soon hit the market. 
 
According to the death care industry, there is no approved treatment or vaccine 
for RSV at the current time. There are plenty of unapproved treatments, however 
– these include not getting vaccinated in the first place since vaccines have been 
shown to damage the immune system. 
 

https://www.brighteon.com/a490f044-09e6-4c5e-b2b1-2233641d5ff0
https://www.brighteon.com/a490f044-09e6-4c5e-b2b1-2233641d5ff0
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/truthandfreedom1
https://www.naturalnews.com/author/ethanh
https://www.naturalnews.com/
https://times-herald.com/news/2022/08/participants-needed-for-rsv-clinical-trial
https://naturalnews.com/2022-08-25-plandemic-mrna-nasal-spray-operation-warp-speed.html
https://naturalnews.com/047569_EV-D68_unvaccinated_children_illegal_immigration.html
https://naturalnews.com/047569_EV-D68_unvaccinated_children_illegal_immigration.html
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Moderna says its new RSV jab candidate contains the exact same mRNA 
technology as the company’s Fauci Flu shots, which are linked to myocarditis 
and a host of other deadly conditions. 
 
“Because it does not use a weakened or inactive form of RSV, mRNA-1345 cannot 
cause RSV infection,” a news release from the company states. 
 
As always, the clinical trials that have been conducted so far on the new RSV 
injection “showed promising results,” according to Moderna – because when has 
a drug company ever said its products are not “safe and effective?” 
The second round of trials, which are being put together right now, will look more 
closely at how the mRNA injections for RSV affect elderly people. 
 
Moderna also announced plans to unveil a multi-valent combination influenza, 
covid and RSV injection with mRNA technology that it claims could change the 
“immunizations landscape.” 
 
According to Francesca Ceddia, senior vice president of respiratory vaccines at 
Moderna, the combination drug is still in the early stages of development. By the 
end of this year, the company plans to launch the first phase of clinical trials. 
 
“We have observed in preclinical results a very strong immune response against 
all the antigens,” Ceddia claimed in an interview. “That’s another important 
feature of mRNA vaccines, particularly our mRNA platform, which allows for 
including more and more antigens in combination.” 
 
In the future, Ceddia added, a person will be able to go to the pharmacy and 
receive one shot containing all of Moderna’s mRNA drugs. This will be especially 
appealing for children, she says, as parents will no longer have to return for 
multiple different shots as part of a schedule. 
 

White Clots Are Self-Assembling Circuits 
Dr. Jane Ruby reports that, "Self-assembling electrical circuit material" are the 
results from Mike Adam's near-final lab analysis of the rubbery white clots that 
are being found by morticians in veins and arteries of the prematurely-deceased 
jab victims all over the world. 
 
Mike is the only microscopy expert who's been willing to step forward and 
analyze these unprecedented clots and he gives us his in-depth analysis, here. 
 

 
 
 
MESSAGE TO THE UNVACCINATED 

https://www.pharmacytimes.com/view/combination-flu-covid-19-rsv-mrna-vaccine-could-change-immunizations-landscape
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-3de8eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvZW1iYWxtZXItcmljaGFyZC1oaXJzY2htYW4tcmV2ZWFscy1ub3ZlbC1jbG90dGluZy1pbi02NS1vZi1jYXNlc1wvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTM2MyIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjYxMTY5ODQ5LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
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[Note: there are no dead nor live attenuated virions in these COVID 
"vaccines"; thus, they are not vaccines proper, but, rather, slow kill 
bioweapons.] 
 
2nd Smartest Guy in the World 
MESSAGE TO THE UNVACCINATED: 
 
"Even if I were pollinated and fully vaccinated, I would admire the unvaccinated 
for withstanding the greatest pressure I have ever seen, even from partners, 
parents, children, friends, colleagues and doctors. 
 
People who were capable of such personality, courage and critical ability are 
undoubtedly the best of humanity. They are everywhere, in all ages, levels of 
education, states and ideas. They are of a special kind; they are the soldiers that 
every army of light wants to have in its ranks. They are the parents that every 
child wants to have and the children that every parent dreams of having. They are 
beings above the average of their societies, they are the essence of the people 
who have built all cultures and conquered horizons. They are there, next to you, 
they look normal, but they are superheroes. 
 
They did what others could not, they were the tree that withstood the hurricane of 
insults, discrimination and social exclusion. And they did it because they thought 
they were alone, and believed they were the only ones. 
 
Banned from their families' tables at Christmas, they never saw anything so cruel. 
They lost their jobs, let their careers sink, had no more money ... but they didn't 
care. They suffered immeasurable discrimination, denunciation, betrayal and 
humiliation ... but they kept going. 
 
Never before in humanity has there been such a "casting", now we know who are 
the best on planet Earth. Women, men, old, young, rich, poor, of all races or 
religions, the unvaccinated, the chosen of the invisible ark, the only ones who 
managed to resist when everything collapsed. 
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That's you, you passed an unimaginable test that many of the toughest Marines, 
Commandos, Green Berets, astronauts and geniuses could not withstand. 
 
You are made of the stuff of the greatest who ever lived, those heroes born 
among ordinary men who glow in the dark." 

 
 

The mass culling of the HUMAN HERD is now under way… Here’s 
Exactly How it’s Being Accomplished to Achieve Mass Extermination 
Monday, August 22, 2022 by: Mike Adams 
 
(Natural News) Globalists see humanity as cattle (or sheeple) to be exploited for 
as long as needed, then culled like cattle herds when they are no longer useful. 
As globalist advisor Yuval Harari is now saying (paraphrased), the age of humans 
is coming to an end on planet Earth, and globalists have activated a multi-faceted 
plan to “cleanse” the planet of all human beings. 
 
If someone were to have some sick, twisted desire to kill off a herd of cattle, they 
could simply shut off the water and the food. Death would come in a matter of 
days or weeks at most. The same is happening right now to humans. 
 
The water supply is being cut off via geoengineering, causing global droughts 
and widespread crop failures. Entire cities like Los Angeles and Los Vegas are 
being threatened with a terminated water supply in the years ahead. 
 

https://www.naturalnews.com/author/healthranger
https://www.naturalnews.com/
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The food supply is being decimated by cutting off fertilizer supplies and causing 
diesel fuel prices to go sky high while also attacking the supply chain that 
supplies agricultural equipment parts. 
 
The result? Both the water supplies and food supplies are being cut off. The 
human herd is being culled in some of the same ways a herd of cattle might be 
eliminated. 
 
Vaccines are designed to kill the gullible billions, and starvation will get the rest. 
 
Vaccines represent another kill vector for global depopulation. Because vaccines 
are voluntary, they are intended to easily kill off the gullible masses who are so 
ill-informed that they actually believe Big Government and Big Pharma wants to 
save their lives. In reality, of course, the vaccines are biological 
weapons designed for infertility and depopulation. A huge percentage — we don’t 
yet know the final number — of those who have already taken the vaccines will 
die from self-assembling clots that we now know contain high concentrations of 
conductive elements such as Aluminum, Tin and Sodium. 

 
Those who resist the vaccines are harder to kill because they don’t line up and 
beg for death injections like the vaccine zealots do. Globalists intend to starve 
them to death with global food scarcity. 
 
Right now, we already know there isn’t enough food in the pipeline to feed the 
world throughout 2023. It simply isn’t getting planted and harvested in sufficient 
quantities to feed 8 billion people. 
 
Continued government attacks on the food supply — such as The Netherlands 
ordering ranchers to cull their herds — are designed to worsen food scarcity and 
accelerate mass starvation. 
 
Relatively few people are getting prepared with backup food supplies. When the 
shelves are empty, they will panic. 
 
Globalists know a massive civilian uprising is just months away. 
 
In today’s Situation Update podcast (below), I explain that the globalist vaccine 
depopulation scheme has failed to kill off billions of people in the short amount of 
time that was intended. With food scarcity, energy scarcity and water scarcity 
now reaching critical levels, mass uprisings are mere months away. Western 
Europe, in particular, is going to see civilian revolts this coming winter as 
millions find themselves freezing and starving. 
 
The globalists know that worldwide food scarcity is already baked in. They also 
know the mass uprisings will commence as starvation and scarcity worsen. 
Thus, there is a countdown timeline in play that cannot be rescheduled. 

http://biologicalweapons.news/
http://biologicalweapons.news/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-08-17-elemental-analysis-results-released-vaccine-clot-composition-not-blood-clots.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-08-17-elemental-analysis-results-released-vaccine-clot-composition-not-blood-clots.html
https://naturalnews.com/2022-08-12-11000-farms-closed-netherlands-government-climate-goals.html
https://naturalnews.com/2022-08-12-11000-farms-closed-netherlands-government-climate-goals.html
http://depopulation.news/
http://depopulation.news/
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As a result, they are in a huge hurry to kill off billions of human beings before the 
uprisings get out of hand and snowball beyond the ability of these governments 
to contain. 
 
This is the real purpose behind the recruiting and arming of 87,000 new IRS 
agents who are being told they will need to use “deadly force” against the 
American people. In France, the Ministry of the Interior is hiring thousands of 
“green police” who will join armed brigades to supposedly prosecute 
“environmental crimes.” Yet the real purpose of all these armed government 
agencies in the USA, France, UK, Germany, Canada, Australia, etc. is to carry out 
mass executions of civilians as the government’s war on humanity kicks into 
high gear. 
 
The purpose of having a rogue FBI, armed IRS agents (armed with a massive new 
cache of ammunition and firearms), armed ATF agents, etc., is to have a private 
army that answers to the executive branch of government and that doesn’t fall 
under the jurisdiction of the US military, which cannot legally wage war on US 
soil. Federal agencies, however, can and will wage war against the American 
people. They are already doing it, with ATF agents now going door to door, 
demanding civilians surrender gun parts they legally purchased, for example. It’s 
going to be up to state governors to defend their residents against these federal 
tyrants, and that will spark regional warfare with states literally going to war with 
rogue federal agencies run by the illegitimate fake “resident in chief” Joe Biden. 
 
Democrats, media and government are preparing to call for mass executions of 
all Christians and conservatives. 
 
Even right now, democrats, government and the media are claiming that all 
conservatives are terrorists, implying they all deserve to be exterminated. As 
Everett Piper writes in the Washington Times: 
 
This past Tuesday, Democrat adviser Kurt Bardella called all Republicans a 
“domestic terrorist cell.” MSNBC’s Tiffany Cross agreed and said there should be 
no distinction between Republicans and “right-wing extremists.” At the same 
time, Peter Wehner, a contributing writer for The Atlantic, likened the Republican 
Party to a “dagger pointed at the throat of American democracy.” All this while 
the FBI Director Christopher Wray added that any American flying the Gadsden — 
“Don’t Tread On Me” — flag is suspect of violent extremism. 
 
Does it concern you that a group of Democrats holding power is now defining all 
Republicans as being “right-wing extremists” and a “threat to American 
democracy?” 
 
Democrats, government and the media are gearing up to try to morally justify 
their “purge” of all conservatives, Christians, gun owners, pro-lifers and Trump 
supporters. 

https://naturalnews.com/2022-08-11-emboldened-irs-demands-new-hires-be-willing-to-kill-americans.html
https://naturalnews.com/2022-08-11-emboldened-irs-demands-new-hires-be-willing-to-kill-americans.html
https://100percentfedup.com/great-reset-french-government-recruits-thousands-of-green-police-to-investigate-environmental-crimes-it-will-be-a-revolution/
https://100percentfedup.com/great-reset-french-government-recruits-thousands-of-green-police-to-investigate-environmental-crimes-it-will-be-a-revolution/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/21/all-republicans-are-now-terrorists/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/21/all-republicans-are-now-terrorists/
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Remember, these Democrats are the same people who mutilate the genitalia of 
their own children in the name of transgenderism. If they will mutilate their 
children, what do you think they will do to their perceived political enemies? 
…Especially if they can convince themselves that their enemies represent a 
“threat to democracy.” 
 
To the skeptics who say ignorant things like, “The IRS is going to use those guns 
and ammo on the American people,” we ask: Who else would they be planning to 
use it on? Of course it’s intended to use on Americans! Anyone who hasn’t yet 
come to realize that simple fact is probably not going to survive the next year in 
America. 
 
Other vectors of depopulation are being accelerated. 
 
If you’re wondering what can kill billions of people faster than mass starvation 
and crop failures, think grid-down scenarios. Any western government can 
sabotage their own domestic power grid and blame the Russians for “cyber-
attacks.” When the power grid is down, the financial system grinds to a halt. 
Chaos ensues. Mass looting and violence in the streets. Cops bug out. Civilians 
who are left behind get murdered, robbed and raped. This will happen in nearly 
every blue city in America. 
 
Within just a few months of a grid-down scenario, up to 90% of the population is 
dead from violence, starvation, exposure or disease. Understand that heating and 
air conditioning will not function. Municipal water systems won’t work, meaning 
there will be no tap water. Cell towers will not function. If you need to charge an 
electronic device, you’ll need solar panels and a solar generator. If you want to 
enjoy communications, you’ll need a satellite phone or satellite text messaging 
device. If you want to eat, you’ll need stored food. If you don’t want to die from 
dehydration, you’ll need a water filter and a water source that you can safely and 
frequently access. You’ll also need lots of containers for storing and transporting 
water, because you’ll need far more water than you think. (Figure 10 gallons per 
person per day as an absolute minimum.) 
 
Understand that the globalists have only just begun to deploy their weapons 
against humanity. There’s much more they can unleash as needed, and if they 
don’t get the kill rate they’re wanting, they will just crank up the chaos until a 
sufficient number of billions are dead. 
 
Humanity is being culled like cattle. Those who don’t see it will be among the first 
to be exterminated by it. But those who prepare have a realistic chance of making 
it through the genocide and participating in the rebuilding of human civilization 
on the other side. 
 
Today’s Situation Update podcast spells it out in even more detail: 
Brighteon.com/96aca7d1-e100-4cba-a240-be171634d959 

http://brighteon.com/96aca7d1-e100-4cba-a240-be171634d959
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 More Than 1,000 Reports of Adverse Events After COVID-19 
Vaccination in Children 5 and Younger, CDC Data Shows 

More than 1,000 reports of adverse events have been lodged with U.S. authorities 
following COVID-19 vaccination in children aged 5 and younger. 
By The Epoch Times 
 

 
 
By Zachary Stieber 
 
More than 1,000 reports of adverse events have been lodged with U.S. authorities 
following COVID-19 vaccination in children aged 5 and younger. 
 
As of Aug. 21, 996 non-serious reports have been entered into the Vaccine 
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) for children 4 or younger who received 
a Pfizer vaccine and children 5 or younger who received a Moderna vaccine, Dr. 
Tom Shimabukuro said on Sept. 1. 
 
Shimabukuro is a researcher with the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), which runs VAERS with the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration. 
 
Most of the adverse event reports have been for outcomes designated non-
serious, or events that did not include death, a life-threatening illness, 
hospitalization or prolongation of hospitalization, permanent disability, 
congenital anomaly or birth defect. 
 
Of the reported events, 19 were designated serious, with nine for children who 
received a Moderna vaccine and 10 for children who received a Pfizer vaccine. 
Details omitted. 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/the-epoch-times/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-quarantine-distancing-covid-vaccine-injuries-vaers/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-plan-reorganize-money-power-cola/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-plan-reorganize-money-power-cola/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/young-males-heart-risk-pfizer-moderna-vaccines/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-covid-vaccine-myocarditis-teens-study/
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The serious events were not detailed. 
 
“Those details should not have been left out of the information released to ACIP 
[Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices] and the public,” Barbara Loe 
Fisher, co-founder and president of the National Vaccine Information Center, told 
The Epoch Times in an email. 
 
Shimabukuro was presenting the data to the ACIP, which advises the CDC on 
vaccine guidance. 
 
The most commonly reported events after receipt of Pfizer’s vaccine were errors 
in dosing, such as an incorrect dose being administered. Fever, rash, vomiting, 
fatigue and diarrhea were also commonly reported. The most commonly reported 
events after receipt of Moderna’s vaccine were fever, rash, vomiting and hives. 
 
The number of reports represented 0.06% of the doses administered to children 
aged 5 or younger, who only became eligible for a vaccine in mid-June. 
 
Shimabukuro said the data from VAERS and other systems did not reveal any 
new safety concerns. 
 
Anybody can make reports to VAERS, but making a false report subjects a 
person to a criminal charge. Health care professionals are required to 
report adverse events for the vaccines under emergency use authorization. Both 
the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines are under emergency use authorization for 
young children. 
 
However, research has found that the number of reports submitted to VAERS is 
an undercount of the actual number of adverse events. 
 
“Even though not every adverse event reported to VAERS is causally related to 
vaccination, it is also true that one CDC-funded study estimated that less than 
one percent of vaccine adverse events that occur are reported to VAERS,” Fisher 
said. 
 
Myocarditis 
No cases of heart inflammation have been reported following COVID-19 
vaccination in young children. 
 
Myocarditis and pericarditis, forms of heart inflammation, were also not detected 
in the original clinical trials. Studies have since conclusively linked them to 
the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines. 
 
The reported rates of myocarditis after dose 2 of a primary series are elevated for 
males aged 5 to 49 and females aged 12 to 29. The highest reported rate is 78.7 
per million second doses administered, for males between 16 and 17 years old. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsRKgXI7pg4
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2022-09-01/05-COVID-Shimabukuro-508.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-pfizer-document-dump-minor-adverse-events-withdraw-trial/
https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
https://www.theepochtimes.com/young-men-more-likely-to-get-heart-inflammation-after-pfizers-booster-than-covid-19-study_4187228.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/moderna-sues-pfizer-covid-vaccine-patent-infringement-dr-robert-malone/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-myocarditis
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The reported rates remain elevated for males 12 to 29 after a booster dose, 
Shimabukuro said. The rates do not remain elevated for females of any age after a 
booster dose, according to the VAERS data. 
 
The CDC has verified 131 of the myocarditis case reports among people aged 5 
and up after booster shots. 
 
Data from another surveillance system run by the CDC, the Vaccine Safety 
Datalink, showed a safety signal for a first booster for myocarditis and 
pericarditis after a first booster. 
 
The Pfizer vaccine caused 61.7 excess heart inflammation events for males aged 
12 to 15 and 189 excess events for males aged 16 and 17. The vaccines caused 
30.9 excess events for males aged 18 to 39. 
 
The rates were higher for both males and females aged 16 and 17 after a booster 
of Pfizer’s shot, though the higher rates were not statistically significant because 
of the low number of events, Shimabukuro said. 
 
Reprinted with permission from The Epoch Times. 
Zachary Stieber covers U.S. and world news for The Epoch Times. He is based in 
Maryland. 
 
The Epoch Times 
The Epoch Times' mission is to bring a truthful view of the world free from the 
influence of any government, corporation or political party. 
 

 

In one of two blockbuster interviews conducted by Alex Jones this 
week, Steve Kirsch joined InfoWars to discuss how the COVID hoax is 
falling apart amid Fauci's announcement of his resignation from 
NIAID. 
 
Last week, Steve made broadcasting history when he told Fox News' Brian 
Kilmeade that, "What I found was that hundreds of thousands of Americans have 
been killed by this vaxxine and millions have been injured and clearly, you are 
more likely to be injured or dead from the vaxxine than if you were unvaxxinated." 
 
Brian was quick to say on-air that Fox can't "verify" Steve's claims. Steve went 
ahead and backed-up his claims on his Substack, where he called-out Brian, 
saying, "You mean you 'can't' because Fox won’t let you, right?" 
 
Steve tells Alex here that Brian "Was actually telling people the truth, because 
Fox News has contractual commitments that don't allow them to speak poorly 
about the vaxxines. So they can't say anything antivax on Fox News and so they 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-advisory-panel-approves-3rd-dose-pfizers-covid-vaccine-kids/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-advisory-panel-approves-3rd-dose-pfizers-covid-vaccine-kids/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cia-linked-mrna-moderna-omicron-covid-booster-shot/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-heart-inflammation-children-pfizer-vaccine/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/over-1000-reports-of-adverse-events-after-covid-19-vaccination-in-toddlers-babies_4704285.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/the-epoch-times/
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-bd27eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvbWFzc2l2ZS1pbmNyZWFzZS1pbi1kZWF0aHMtZm9sbG93aW5nLWNvdmlkLXZheC1jb25maXJtZWQtYnktbWFqb3ItaW5zdXJhbmNlLXJlcG9ydFwvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTM2NiIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjYxNDI5MDQ2LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-7a85eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTM2NiIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjYxNDI5MDQ2LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-a861eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvcFwvaGVyZS1pcy10aGUtZGF0YS1iZWhpbmQtYWxsLXRoZS1jbGFpbXMiLCJuZXdzbGV0dGVySWQiOiIxMzY2Iiwic3Vic2NyaWJlcklkIjoyMTEzLCJkb21haW4iOiJmb3JiaWRkZW5rbm93bGVkZ2V0diIsInRpbWUiOjE2NjE0MjkwNDYsImRlbCI6MTAsInNlbmRlciI6MX0
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can't verify my numbers, because if they did, they would have to be admitting that 
the vaxxines are not safe and not effective." 
 
Steve says, "The White House has spent a billion dollars influencing media and 
giving money to media to promote these vaxxines. And we don't know what the 
contracts say, it's pretty clear there was no interest at Fox in validating the 
numbers”. 
 
"Now, if what I said is true and we really have killed hundreds of thousands of 
people, you would think that Fox News would be interested in covering that and 
looking at my data.” 
 
"So after the interview, I talked to the producer and I said, 'Hey, would you like to 
see the data?' And there was no response. They don't want to see the data." 
 
Steve has run many surveys and he has consistently found that it is the 
vaxxinated who are getting sick and it is the hospital protocols that are killing 
people. 
 
Alex asks Steve what he thinks is going on, with Deborah Birx saying that she 
never thought the vaxxine would help and with Fauci resigning. 
 
Steve thinks the wheels are falling off the hoax, saying, "This is the greatest killer 
of all time. This is unprecedented. The numbers here are so large...this is killing 
people at a much higher rate than heart disease is. It's the new Number One killer 
and the CDC is silent on all of this." 
 
Steve says he approached Carol Crawford at the CDC, who's in charge of 
"stopping misinformation spreaders" and he told her, he'd gather the top 20 
"misinformation spreaders" in the same room and she could present her hot 
topics and they could present theirs and they could have a nice, civil discussion. 
 
He says, "She's not interested in that, which tells me she's not interested in 
stopping the 'misinformation-spreading' because she knows damned well we're 
not talking misinformation, here. It would be exposed for them to go on-camera. 
This is why we're being ignored by the FDA, the CDC, the NIH...” 
 
"We can look at the death tolls and the injury tolls ten different ways and we'll get 
the same results." 
 
On his Substack, Steve wrote about being accused of making false statements by 
Media Matters, an organization of which he was an original donor. He was then 
de-platformed from their website's comment section after he offered to provide 
them with the data so they could verify his claims. 
 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-6ff8eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvcFwvbXktdm9pY2VtYWlsLWZvci1jYXJvbC1jcmF3Zm9yZC1hdCIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjEzNjYiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY2MTQyOTA0NiwiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-a861eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvcFwvaGVyZS1pcy10aGUtZGF0YS1iZWhpbmQtYWxsLXRoZS1jbGFpbXMiLCJuZXdzbGV0dGVySWQiOiIxMzY2Iiwic3Vic2NyaWJlcklkIjoyMTEzLCJkb21haW4iOiJmb3JiaWRkZW5rbm93bGVkZ2V0diIsInRpbWUiOjE2NjE0MjkwNDYsImRlbCI6MTAsInNlbmRlciI6MX0
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-7787eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvcFwvbWFpbnN0cmVhbS1tZWRpYS1jbGFpbXMtbXktc3RhdGVtZW50cyIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjEzNjYiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY2MTQyOTA0NiwiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
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He wrote, "It appears that nobody in the world is confident that I am lying 
because I’ve offered up to $1M to anyone who thinks they can challenge me 
and there are no acceptances of any of my 15 debate offers." 
 
He tells Alex here, "Donald Trump was the one who created the vaccine in the 
first place. If he comes out with the truth about the vaxxine, Boy, that's gonna 
wake up a lot of people...the truth always comes out...You always want to be on 
the right side of history and if you're Trump, you like to never be wrong. He 
doesn't like to admit he's wrong – but he has to, in this case.” 
 
"But the point is that if he does that, then he becomes on the right side of history 
and that forces the Democrats to dig in deeper, defending the vaxxine, which 
makes them lose bigger and bigger and bigger, over time, because the truth does 
come out and it's amazing to me that these people who have left the CDC and 
the FDA, Boy, they don't want to talk to anyone...because they don't want to 
incriminate themselves for participating in this." 
 
The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a web-based 
vaccine adverse event self-reporting system monitored by the FDA that is widely 
thought to be inaccurate and that it may only reflect as little as 1/100th of the 
actual numbers.  They stopped reporting the data two weeks ago! 
 
Kirsch conservatively estimates that the underreporting to VAERS is by a factor 
of 41 and that VAERS is only capturing around 2% of the actual adverse events. 
 

To get the real numbers, he says you have to multiply the official 
VAERS numbers by 41 – and when you do that, you get over half a 
million deaths in the US. 
 
But Steve appears to be referring to an earlier VAERS report, because VAERS' 
current COVID Vaccine Reported Deaths is at 30,347, which multiplied by 41 is 
over 1.2 million deaths, which is a conservative estimate. Many people think it's 
over twice that amount. 
 
Up next, Steve recently wrote, "I’ll be posting an interview where people will go 
on the record about illegal falsification of medical records and death certificates. 
Did you know that in America today, if you died shortly after vaccination, even 
when there is a VAERS report, that your medical records will not reflect this and it 
will be omitted from your death certificate as well?" 
  
  

Yuval Noah Harari spills the beans: ‘We Just Don’t Need the 
Vast Majority of the Population’ 
Technology will ‘make it possible to replace the people’ 
 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-1b1ceyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL3N0ZXZla2lyc2NoLnN1YnN0YWNrLmNvbVwvcFwvMW0tYmV0LXJ1bGVzIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTM2NiIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjYxNDI5MDQ2LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-593ceyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2FpcnRhYmxlLmNvbVwvc2hyU0VFYldTM2FhZGVjWXMiLCJuZXdzbGV0dGVySWQiOiIxMzY2Iiwic3Vic2NyaWJlcklkIjoyMTEzLCJkb21haW4iOiJmb3JiaWRkZW5rbm93bGVkZ2V0diIsInRpbWUiOjE2NjE0MjkwNDYsImRlbCI6MTAsInNlbmRlciI6MX0
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-1174eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL29wZW52YWVycy5jb21cLyIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjEzNjYiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY2MTQyOTA0NiwiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-1174eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL29wZW52YWVycy5jb21cLyIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjEzNjYiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY2MTQyOTA0NiwiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
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Top World Economic Forum adviser Yuval Noah Harari has declared in a recent 
interview that the “vast majority” of the world’s 7.5 billion people are simply no 
longer needed due to technological advances in artificial intelligence, machine 
learning and bioengineering. 
 
In one sentence, Harari validated what we “conspiracy theorists” have been 
saying for years, that globalist power elites want to rid the world of people 
deemed “useless” in their eyes. That’s why we call them global predators. 
 
“We just don’t need the vast majority of the population,” said Harari, who is a 
historian, futurist, popular author and, most importantly, the chief adviser to 
Klaus Schwab, founder and director of the extremely influential WEF. 
 
Every year the WEF entertains thousands of devoted followers at its headquarters 
in Davos, Switzerland. These devotees include heads of state, congressmen, 
governors, top corporate CEOs, even Hollywood entertainers and stars from the 
sports and music world. They are being fed a full diet of propaganda cooked up 
by Luciferian-influenced intellectuals like Harari and Schwab. 
 

Shocking 
Data Reveals COVID Vax Has Killed 5 To 12 MILLION 
People Worldwide 
 
This article was originally published by Rhoda Wilson at The Exposé. 
 
What is the number of deaths, worldwide, from Covid injections? By doing a 
rough calculation Steve Kirsch arrives at a ballpark figure of 12 million. 
 
To give the number some context, that is 40x the number of Americans who were 
killed in World War II (“WWII”). It’s more than double the number killed by Covid, 
Kirsch wrote. 
 
WWII is recognized as beginning on 3 September 1939 when Great Britain and 
France declared war on Germany after Germany invaded Poland.  It ended in 1945 
after Japan formally surrendered. 
 
According to Britannica, about 298,000 Americans died during WWII. In total, an 
estimated 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 people died worldwide over the six years of 
WWII. 
 

https://expose-news.com/2022/08/16/covid-injections-have-killed-12-million-people-worldwide/
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/world-war-ii-key-dates
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/world-war-ii-key-dates
https://www.britannica.com/question/How-many-people-died-during-World-War-II
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The first Covid shot was delivered by Great Britain on 8 December 2020 “marking 
the start of a historic mass vaccination program.”  France delivered its first 
shot 19 days later on 27 December 2020. 
 
The Covid shot campaign has, so far, been going for 20 months.  According 
to Our World in Data 12.46 billion shots have been delivered, 5.89 million per day. 
However, according to data collected by Bloomberg, “the latest rate was roughly 
8.46 million doses a day … 159 shots for every 100 people worldwide.” 
 
Yesterday, on 15 August, Britain became the first country in the world to approve 
Moderna’s “next generation” Covid shot – Spikevax Bivalent. 
 
Margaret Anna Alice asked if anyone could estimate the global death toll from the 
Covid shots. 
 
In my opinion, a reasonable estimate is to divide the number of doses by 1,000. 
 
If you do that for the 600 million doses delivered in the U.S., you get 600,000 
deaths which is right in the ballpark. 
 
A more conservative number is to divide the number of doses by 2,500. This is 
the number Mathew Crawford estimated from global data: 411 deaths per million 
doses. Earlier, I offered a $1 million reward to anyone who found a significant 
error in his work. No takers. This is documented on my Substack and in my 
Twitter stream, but, of course, everything I tweeted was deleted by Twitter as 
being unsafe. A free $1 million no strings attached. Nobody accepted. 
 
So that conservative estimate gets you to 5 million killed (only 16x the number of 
Americans killed in World War II). 
 
We are approaching the 6 million Jews killed in the Holocaust over 12 years. 
 
But we are killing people worldwide at a rate at least 6x faster than the Germans 
did. 
 
We are killing nearly close to 10,000 people every single day (the latest rate was 
roughly 8.46 million doses a day). 
 
Interestingly, this is not self-limiting because 385,000 babies are born every day. 
So, the killing can go on indefinitely, even if the birth rate drops by 90% due to 
the shots. 
 
In case you were wondering. I just thought I’d point that out. 
 
Dose data was from this Bloomberg article: More Than 12.4 billion Shots Given: 
Covid-19 Vaccine Tracker. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/08/coventry-woman-90-first-patient-to-receive-covid-vaccine-in-nhs-campaign
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20201227-france-begins-covid-19-vaccinations-as-78-year-old-woman-receives-country-s-first-dose
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20201227-france-begins-covid-19-vaccinations-as-78-year-old-woman-receives-country-s-first-dose
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/
https://www.gbnews.uk/news/britain-becomes-first-country-in-world-to-approve-modernas-new-covid-jab-that-targets-omicron-variant/352329
https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/american-massacre-is-steve-kirsch/comment/8405535
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/estimating-vaccine-induced-mortality-e07
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/estimating-vaccine-induced-mortality-e07
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/who-wants-to-be-a-millionaire
https://www.ushmm.org/teach/fundamentals/holocaust-questions
https://www.google.com/search?q=how+many+kids+born+each+day+worldwide&sxsrf=ALiCzsY7oE8-xNm7283LVd2i7HS5O_y79Q%3A1660629533537&ei=HTL7Yu67IODV5NoP3Mi74Ao&ved=0ahUKEwiuvsyL18r5AhXgKlkFHVzkDqwQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=how+many+kids+born+each+day+worldwide&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAMyBggAEB4QFjIGCAAQHhAWMgYIABAeEBYyBQgAEIYDMgUIABCGAzIFCAAQhgM6BwgAEEcQsAM6BAgjECc6BAgAEEM6CggAEIAEEIcCEBQ6CAgAEIAEELEDOgUIABCABDoICAAQsQMQgwE6BwgAELEDEEM6BQgAEJECOgsIABCABBCxAxCDAToKCAAQgAQQRhD7AToJCAAQHhDJAxAWSgQIQRgASgQIRhgAUL4fWPVuYJV4aAFwAXgAgAGSB4gB0q0BkgEGNS00LjI2mAEAoAEByAEIwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/
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Summary: 
We are killing an awful lot of people, but world leaders are looking the other way 
and saying nothing while all of us watch the high number of death reports in the 
media of people who died “unexpectedly” and hear no explanation from the 
medical community or the CDC. 
 
We are supposed to trust that they have things well in hand, even though they 
won’t appear on camera in front of anyone who doesn’t have scripted, pre-
approved questions. 
 
The vaccine is never mentioned in any of these unexplained death reports. 
 
Yet people all over the world have noticed that these unexpected deaths are 
ONLY happening to the vaccinated. Hmmm…. I wonder why? 
 
The CDC will not require medical examiners to do the proper tests to make the 
association. They could easily do that. But they won’t. That tells you everything 
you need to know about the corruption. 
 
So, it will be an unexplained rise in unexplained deaths due to unknown causes 
because nobody in the mainstream media is ever going to admit they were wrong 
and ask a few unscripted questions. 
 
Even Donald Trump is afraid to speak out about what is going on. He remains 
silent too. 
 
This is why we have no debates, only censorship. 
 
Hundreds of people at the CDC are aware of what is going on, but they aren’t 
going to speak out or they will lose their job. Even the people who have resigned 
are remaining silent. It’s really stunning. 
 
So, the killing continues unabated. 
 

An Inspirational Message to the Unvaccinated 
September 02, 2022 
Dr. Pierre Kory, who has been outspoken in his criticism of the COVID-19 shots, 
has shared a message that is circulating the internet. The message comes 
complete with an “award” — a certificate of achievement to all the unvaccinated 
for “surviving the greatest psychological fear campaign in human history.” 
 
The written message goes on to say, “Even if I were pollinated and fully 
vaccinated, I would admire the unvaccinated for withstanding the greatest 
pressure I have ever seen, even from partners, parents, children, friends, 
colleagues and doctors … 
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They did what others could not, they were the tree that withstood the hurricane of 
insults, discrimination and social exclusion. And they did it because they thought 
they were alone, and believed they were the only ones … 
 
Never before in humanity has there been such a “casting,” now we know who are 
the best on planet Earth. Women, men, old, young, rich, poor, of all races or 
religions, the unvaccinated, the chosen of the invisible ark, the only ones who 
managed to resist when everything collapsed … You are made of the stuff of the 
greatest who ever lived, those heroes born among ordinary men who glow in the 
dark.” 
  
 

Top 7 most UNEXPECTED adverse events from the gene-mutating 
COVID jabs 
Friday, September 09, 2022 by: S.D. Wells 
 
(Natural News) Over the past two years, there have been thousands of stories, 
cases, studies and adverse events reported regarding horrific “side effects” and 
health detriment caused directly or indirectly by the COVID-19 “vaccines.” Most 
people have heard about, read about, experienced, or had a loved one experience 
physical damage from the Fauci Flu jabs, including the most popular kind, 
including blood clots, myocarditis, pericarditis, heart attacks, strokes, and SADS 
(sudden adult death syndrome). Yet, there is more, and much more damage going 
on than all of that, unfortunately. 
 
Though the vaccine industry and pharma in general are protected from liability of 
their health-decimating “medicines,” and though mainstream media never 
publishes anything negative about vaccines, there are many adverse events 
happening that you probably don’t know about, and many of the victims are 
spreading the word, and even winning settlements and lawsuits. 
 
Here are the top 7 most UNEXPECTED adverse events from the toxic spike 
protein injections, and the attributed/linked very serious health consequences 
#1. Shingles develops (even in the eye) 
#2. Sciatica shooting pains (often down the center of legs) 
#3. Restless leg syndrome (RLS) 
#4. Loss of motor skills and critical nerve damage 
#5. Catch COVID multiple times after the shots 
#6. Going blind, including developing optic neuritis (inflammation damages the 
optic nerve that sends visual info from the retina to the brain) 
#7. Long, fibrous clots that lack post-mortem characteristics (not same as blood 
clots) 
 
COVID-19 vaccines have been linked to the reactivation of the virus that causes 
shingles. 
 

https://www.naturalnews.com/author/sdwells
https://www.naturalnews.com/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/shingles-after-covid-vaccine
https://www.vaccineinjurylegalteam.com/vaccine-reactions/brachial-neuritis/
https://www.e-jsm.org/journal/view.php?viewtype=pubreader&number=327
https://www.vaccineinjurylegalteam.com/vaccine-reactions/nerve-damage-and-pain/
https://naturalnews.com/2022-04-26-triple-injected-500percent-more-likely-catch-covid.html
https://ca.childrenshealthdefense.org/home-page/blood-clots-and-reports-of-blindness-following-experimental-covid-vaccines/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/embalmers-have-been-finding-numerous-long-fibrous-clots-that-lack-post-mortem-characteristics_4696015.html?utm_source=ai&utm_medium=search
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New studies suggest a link between the Fauci Flu jabs and REACTIVATION of the 
shingles virus. This happens after the reactivation of the varicella-zoster virus 
(VZV), that can happen several times for some people. Several case reports 
indicate these shingles “flare-ups” and “eruptions” are happening shortly after 
getting a COVID-19 vaccine. In 2021, and article published by Trusted Source via 
NIH reported several cases of shingles eruptions after vaccination with mRNA 
jabs. 
 
Serious nerve damage becoming a much more common “side effect” from the 
Fauci Flu stabs. 
 
There are two main types of nerve cells: sensory nerves (carry messages of pain, 
pressure, sensations) and motor nerves (tell muscles to move). These nerves are 
fragile and can be damaged rather easily, including by spike proteins blocking 
the flow of blood and neurons to key areas, plus damage to the protective 
covering (myelin sheath) of nerves, leading to weakness and sometimes 
paralysis. 
 
Certain vaccines, like the COVID jabs, can cause acute nerve damage by causing 
inflammation of the brain and spinal cord (ADEM). Since the spike proteins travel 
throughout the body, polluting vital organs, other nerve damage gets done, and 
some of it is irreversible. 
 
COVID “vaccines,” as they are mislabeled, can also cause brachial neuritis (a.k.a. 
Parsonage-Turner syndrome) that affects nerves that control muscles in the 
shoulders, arms, and hands. Symptoms include burning sensations, pins and 
needles feeling, and loss of function after the vaccine. 
 
Blood clots caused by COVID jabs can result in devastating injuries, including 
permanent blindness and deafness. 
 
Blood clots can result in devastating injuries just about anywhere in the 
vasculature of the body. When clots occur in the brain in microvasculature (tiny 
blood vessels that distribute blood within tissues) of the eye, the person can 
experience impairment or total loss of vision. This is known to happen following 
vaccines, including COVID jabs. 
 
Though the mass media and social media remain quiet about these events (ban, 
censor and delete posts as “misinformation” or “disinformation”), that does not 
mean they are not happening, and more often than one may think. 
 
As it turns out, a quite large number of these incidents have been reported to 
government regulatory agencies, including VAERS (US system), the UK “Yellow 
Card” system, and Europe’s “EudraVigilance” database. In other words, mass 
numbers of visual injuries from COVID jabs are being reported worldwide. It’s 
actually a hot topic, and investigations are underway. Plus, add to that 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8071473/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8071473/
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chaos sudden hearing loss followed by deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary 
embolisms cause by the Fauci clot shots. 
 
Restless Leg Syndrome – Pilot study from 2021 reveals as much as 7% of those 
who receive COVID-19 vaccinations suffer from RLS. 
 
Nearly 3/4ths of those injected with spike proteins who suffer from Restless Leg 
Syndrome (RLS) afterwards had NEVER had RLS before in their lives. More than 
13 percent of these victims of vaccine violence say that RLS did not go away after 
the first few days, meaning RLS for them could be long-term or even permanent. 
The conclusion of the pilot study also reveals that COVID-19 vaccination “may 
have provoked or lowered the threshold for RLS symptoms” in participants with 
previous RLS. 
 
Triple-vaccinated for COVID show highest rate for catching COVID, repeatedly. 
 
Reports worldwide reveal that COVID-19 “vaccine” effectiveness continues to 
drop, even though the effectiveness was very weak to begin with. Now, studies 
show that humans who are TRIPLE-INJECTED are now three to five times more 
likely to become infected with Wuhan “gain-of-function” disease than the 
unvaccinated. Let that sink in for a moment. 
 
These results are evident for all age groups, not just the elderly or immune-
compromised. 
 
What’s worse is that deaths are skyrocketing for the fully injected, meaning 
they’re either dying from the virus or from the toxic jabs, that cause blood clots 
and heart stress. 
 
“The figures show that the case-rates are highest among the triple vaccinated in 
all age groups,” reports Daily Exposé (of the UK)… “But not just by a little bit, 
instead by a million miles. And the gap between the unvaccinated and triple 
vaccinated has been getting worse by the month.” 
 
Do you believe you were injured by the toxic Fauci Flu jabs? Maybe you have 
strange, long, fibrous clots that no doctor has ever seen before. These are most 
likely from the Fauci Flu jabs, that collect heavy metals and form nano-particle 
clots that can be fatal. 
 
Take the Vaccine Injury Claim Eligibility Quiz now to see if you are eligible to file a 
claim for compensation for a vaccine injury. It’s quick and easy. Then, 
bookmark Vaccines.news to your favorite independent websites for updates on 
experimental “vaccines” that cause blood clots, myocarditis, and severe, chronic 
inflammation. 
 
 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24735015/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-06-embalmers-find-footlong-clots-bodies-fully-vaccinated.html
https://www.vaccineinjurylegalteam.com/vaccine-injury-quiz/
https://www.vaccines.news/2021-12-04-top-8-most-common-serious-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines.html
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Huge U.S. Crimes! 
 

THIS IS MURDER SANCTIONED BY THE STATE! 
  

Scientists with ties to Bill Gates and Anthony Fauci Admit to 
Developing Vaccine that Spreads Like a Virus 
08/04/2022 / By Mary Villareal   
Scientists linked to Bill Gates said they are developing a vaccine that spreads like 
a virus. 
 
The research is subsidized by high-profile funding organizations with 
longstanding and close financial ties to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. It is 
also supported by the National Institutes of Health, the mother agency of Dr. 
Anthony Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. 
 
Self-spreading vaccines are rooted in efforts to reduce pest 
populations. The virally-spread immune-contraception hijacks the immune 
systems of infected animals like non-native mouse species, preventing them from 
fertilizing offspring. 
 
The earliest self-spreading vaccine efforts targeted two highly lethal infectious 
diseases in the European rabbit population in 2001. Spanish researchers field-
tested a vaccine in the wild rabbit population on a small island just off Menorca. 
The vaccine spread to over half the 300 rabbits on the island, and the trial was 
said to be a success. 
 
While the researchers may intend to make self-spreading vaccines, there could 
be ways to repurpose this science to develop biological weapons, which may 
prove uncontrollable and irreversible. 
 
Humans have been weaponizing biology since 2000.  A new virus has been 
released every two years since 2000.  Dr. David L. Martin has been studying the 
patents issued since the late 1990s and has confirmed this to be TRUE! 
 
Humans have already weaponized biology on several occasions. As the 
apartheid-era South African bio-warfare program showed, social, political and 
scientific pressures can lead to the misuse of biological innovation. 
 
Project Coast, as it was called, was South Africa’s program primarily focused on 
covert assassination weapons for use against individuals deemed a threat to the 
racist apartheid government. In addition to producing contraptions to inject 

https://www.newstarget.com/author/maryvillarealdw
https://newspunch.com/bill-gates-funded-lab-developing-vaccine-that-spreads-like-a-virus-to-vaccinate-people-without-consent/
https://newspunch.com/bill-gates-funded-lab-developing-vaccine-that-spreads-like-a-virus-to-vaccinate-people-without-consent/
https://biotech.news/
https://unidir.org/publication/project-coast-apartheids-chemical-and-biological-warfare-programme
https://unidir.org/publication/project-coast-apartheids-chemical-and-biological-warfare-programme
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poisons, Project Coast researchers developed techniques to lace sugar cubes 
with salmonella and cigarettes with Bacillus anthracis. 
 
There had been many bio warfare programs, including several that were far more 
elaborate and sophisticated, but the South African program is important in 
thinking through malicious uses of self-spreading vaccines. One of Project 
Coast’s research projects aimed at developing a human anti-fertility vaccine. 
 
This idea came at a time when there was widespread concern over population 
explosion. Schalk Van Rensburg, who oversaw the fertility-related work at Project 
Coast, believed that this could bring his lab international acclaim and funding. 
(Related: The Bill Gates globalist vaccine depopulation agenda… as revealed by 
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr..) 
 
Van Rensburg and the director of the bio warfare program, Wouter Basson, said 
the military needed an anti-fertility vaccine for female soldiers not to become 
pregnant. 
 
Other scientists involved in the project denied awareness of ulterior intentions or 
even their fertility work as part of a military endeavor. However, Van Rensburg 
and lab director Daniel Goosen said the real intention of the project was to 
selectively administer the contraceptive in secret to unsuspecting Black South 
African women. 
 
In the end, the anti-fertility vaccine was not produced before Project Coast 
officially closed down in 1995 – 12 years after it was initiated. It ended with an 
earlier version tested in baboons, but never in humans. (Related: Bill Gates 
pushes for a 90 percent vaccination rate worldwide.) 
 
South Africa was not the only country to try to forcibly sterilize its population. 
European countries like Sweden and Switzerland sterilized members of the Roma 
minority in the early half of the 20th century, while countries like Slovakia 
continued beyond that. 
 
More recently, analysts alleged that the Chinese government has been sterilizing 
women in Xinjiang, which is a province with a large population of Uyghur 
Muslims. 
 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has also gotten 
involved in the research. The University of California, Davis has been working on 
a DARPA-administered project that is creating the first prototype of a self-
disseminating vaccine designed to induce a high level of herd immunity against 
the Lassa virus and Ebola. 
 
 

https://naturalnews.com/2020-04-13-bill-gates-globalist-vaccine-depopulation-agenda-revealed.html
https://naturalnews.com/2020-04-13-bill-gates-globalist-vaccine-depopulation-agenda-revealed.html
https://naturalnews.com/032475_Bill_Gates_vaccines.html
https://naturalnews.com/032475_Bill_Gates_vaccines.html
https://www.ucdavis.edu/
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World governments at Agenda 21 in 1992 at Rio di Janeiro, Brazil 
launched a silent war upon their own people, using quiet weapons, 
lies and propaganda.  The mainstream media is enabling this 
deception and genocide.  Our mission in this war is to bring you the 
truth. 

 
Because I am not recognized as a trained scientist, I AM NOT 
CONSIDERED TO BE A CREDITABLE to prove my contention that 
Covid-19 was genetically engineered through the use of CRISPR-Cas9 
“gene” engineering methods.  I have done my homework and 
diligence on this premise.  The growing data and various studies 
provide more than just a circumstantial evidence (if not causal) that 
the spike protein as a vector was manipulated in an infinite number of 
ways to confuse the medical and scientific community.  With the 
VAERS reporting system showing 30,000+ deaths to the vaxxes is 
ample evidence to validate my original premise that this is not about a 
hoaxed virus but is about Genocide by State sanction!  Never in the 
history of the pharmaceutical industry has there been such ignoring 
the death numbers caused by the “gene” therapy.  The swine flu 
vaccine was suspended after 27 deaths were reported in the initial 
phase of vaccinating the American public.  This is premediated 
murder by the big pharma/health agencies/government!   
   
It was Pfizer’s CEO, Albert Bourla and Moderna’s Tal Zak who said 
that “We cracked the Code of Life”.  He called his vaxx a “Delivery 
System” which in itself infers that it was delivering more than a 
vaccine.  We know with total certainty that it is delivering a spike 
Protein that continues to replicate itself once injected into the human 
body.  Dozens of articles shared in this series have confirmed human 
manipulation of what people were injected with is not therapeutic but 
toxic and potentially fatal!  It is the use of CRISPR-Cas9 “gene” 
editing that can be used for good but can also be used for evil 
nefarious applications!  
 
Each day brings us another piece of the puzzle of what is the bringing 
into focus in how the global elite are pulling off this crime against 
humanity!  Although this segment is perhaps the longest, it is also 
loaded with facts and evidence confirming everything I have said from 
the beginning of the Covid scamdemic!   
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Our Government wants you DEAD! 
This includes the CDC, NIH, NIAID, 

and the World Health Organization!! 
The “Depopulation” agenda began 
Shortly after the 1968 publication of  

“The Population Bomb”  
by Dr. Paul Ehrlich and his wife Anne. 
 
 
“Depopulation has been the World’s #1 Issue since 1968!”  It 
underlies every global issue since.  Whether it is climate 

change or the Global Reset, “depopulation” is at the core 

of everything!!  It’s all about Prince Charles of Wales’ and his 
Sustainable Development for the planet!  Excuse me, I did 
not forget to call him King Charles now that the Queen Mum 
has passed at 96! It was in 1980, the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature published a world conservation strategy that 
included one of the first references to sustainable development as a 
global priority and introduced the term "sustainable development". 
 

Anyone who is a skeptic of my statement should Google search the 
term “Georgia Guidestones” and read their goal engraved in granite 
stone back in 1980.  The stone structure calls for the eradication of 
93% of the world’s population.  This is both an unsigned confession 
as well as a “Projection” of what they planned to do in their global 
genocidal plan.   
 
At 4:00 AM, Wednesday, July 6th, 2022, unknown parties blew up the 
Georgia Guidestones.  The following day an excavator was brought in 
to demolish the standing portion.  Investigative journalist Jim Stone 
stated surveilance video tape taken from two different directions 
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showed no one approaching the monument before the detonation, 
and suggested that it may have been an inside job. 
 
The Internet contains ample photos of the Georgia Guidestones when 
they were standing on the hills of Elberton, GA.  
 
The “Sustainable Development” movement considers humanity as a 
cancer upon the Earth.  During November of late 2021, Prince Charles 
made it clear that the 194 countries of the world and signatories to the  
Climate Change Conference held at Glasgow, Scotland hosted by 
Prince Charles of Wales had better step up to their commitment to the 
environment.  Prince Charles, a.k.a. “The Antichrist of Revelation 
believes this cancer has to be eliminated, if we hope to restore the 
climate before the oceans flood the worlds.  
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Interestingly, California two weeks ago were asking its residents not 
to charge their electric vehicles; California Gov. Gavin Newsom is 
asking all Californians to not charge their electric vehicles between 
the hours of 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. while California grapples with an energy 
shortage as a heat wave bears down on the state. California also 
asked its residents to turn up their thermostats and turn off their 
lights.  Governor Newsom made the request the same day he said 
there would be no more gas powered vehicles after 2035 in CA!   Go 
figure!  You can’t fix stupid! 
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Leaked Video Suggests Israeli Health Officials Covered Up Serious 
Safety Problems With Pfizer COVID Vaccine 
By Suzanne Burdick, Ph.D. | The Defender | September 8, 2022 
 
A leaked video recording reveals researchers in June shared data with the Israeli 
Ministry of Health (MOH) showing serious and long-term side effects associated 
with Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine. 
 
However, the MOH did not disclose the researchers’ findings to the expert 
committee that met later that month to decide on recommending the vaccine for 
children under age 5, or with leaders of Israel’s COVID-19 vaccine booster 
program. 
 
Additionally, the MOH on Aug. 2 issued a report — on adverse events following 
the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine from Dec. 9, 2021, to May 31, 2022 — that 
contradicted the data presented during the early-June meeting. 
 
“In fact, the report completely contradicts what was said in this 
discussion,” Retsef Levi, Ph.D., a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and member of the Israeli Public Emergency Council for the Covid19 
Crisis, told GB News in an Aug. 21 interview. 
 
Yaffa Shir-Raz, Ph.D., health communication and pharmaceutical companies 
public relations strategy researcher at Reichman University in Herzliya, Israel, 
translated the June meeting from Hebrew into English. 
 
The English translation shows the research team warned MOH officials they 
should think carefully about how to present the researchers’ findings to the 
public because they posed a potential legal risk, as the findings contradicted 
MOH’s claims that serious side effects are rare and short-term. 
 
Shir-Raz tweeted on Sept. 1 an excerpt from the recorded meeting in which the 
research team warned MOH seniors they would have to think of the legal 
ramifications of the team’s findings. 
 
According to the video recording, the researchers informed MOH officials about 
the many reports of serious and long-term side effects of the Pfizer vaccine, 
including side effects Pfizer didn’t list on the patient information leaflet, such as 
digestive side effects — especially abdominal pain in children — and back pain. 
 
Additionally, Levi told GB News: 
“On the free text part of the form, where patients were allowed to report whatever 
they wanted to, they [the researchers] observed and got many, many reports of 
neurological side effects — some not currently listed by Pfizer as side effects of 
the vaccine.” 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/israeli-health-officials-safety-problems-pfizer-covid-vaccine/
https://rumble.com/v1i7gnf-israeleak-no-4.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-gives-final-nod-to-covid-shots-for-under-5s-stops-short-of-recommendation/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-gives-final-nod-to-covid-shots-for-under-5s-stops-short-of-recommendation/
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/news/vaccine-sites
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/news/vaccine-sites
https://www.gov.il/he/departments/publications/reports/covid19-side-effect-09122021-31052022
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/faculty/directory/retsef-levi
https://pecc-il.org/
https://pecc-il.org/
https://www.gbnews.uk/
https://rumble.com/v1grkyj-ministry-of-health-caught-manipulating-results-of-study-on-covid-19-adverse.html
https://www.runi.ac.il/en/faculty/yaffa-shirraz/
https://rtmag.co.il/english/breaking-the-israeli-ministry-of-health-has-been-warned-it-might-open-itself-to-lawsuits-for-encouraging-the-public-to-get-vaccinated-while-claiming-that-the-covid-19-vaccine-is-safe,-and-that-side-effects-are-mild-and-transient
https://jackanapes.substack.com/p/how-did-the-israeli-ministry-of-health
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The researchers also noted many cases of what Levi called the “re-challenge 
phenomenon” — or the recurrence or worsening of a side effect following 
repeated doses of the vaccine — which the researchers said indicated there was 
most likely a causal link between the vaccine and many side effects. 
 
“The research team repeatedly stressed during the discussion,” Shir-Raz said in 
her translation and summary in English, “that their findings indicate that — 
contrary to what we were told so far — in many cases, serious adverse events are 
long-term, that last weeks, months, a year, or even more, and in some cases — 
ongoing, so that the side effect still lasted when the study was over.” 
 
The side effects included menstrual irregularities and various neurological side 
effects, muscle-skeletal injuries, GI problems and kidney and urinary system 
adverse events, Shir-Raz said. 
 
According to Levi’s review of the meeting footage, the researchers expressed a 
sentiment of “concern” and felt their “conscience” bothered them by the reality 
of their findings. 
 
The researchers told the MOH officials their findings contradicted the MOH’s prior 
messaging that the vaccine was safe and side effects were both rare and short-
lasting. 
 
In 50% of the reports in which a duration was specified by the individual, the 
researchers said, the duration was over six months, according to the video’s 
English subtitles. 
 
Moreover, in 65% of the neurological cases that mentioned a duration, the 
individuals reported their symptoms were ongoing, Levi said. 
 
“Now it turns out that the reality is not what the narrative was promoting,” Levi 
said. “The side effects are long-term and serious.” 
 
The research team told the MOH officials: 
“You have to think very very carefully about how you communicate this to the 
public because you may open yourself to legal lawsuits and liability issues 
because what you promoted is, in fact, not the reality in what we see in the 
reports.” 
 
Despite the importance of this discussion, Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis, head of public 
health services at MOH — and the person who signed the contract with Pfizer — 
was not present during the meeting. The researchers repeatedly asked MOH 
officials to make sure Dr. Alroy-Preis saw their findings. 
 

https://rtmag.co.il/english/breaking-the-israeli-ministry-of-health-has-been-warned-it-might-open-itself-to-lawsuits-for-encouraging-the-public-to-get-vaccinated-while-claiming-that-the-covid-19-vaccine-is-safe,-and-that-side-effects-are-mild-and-transient
https://rumble.com/v1i7gnf-israeleak-no-4.html
https://rumble.com/v1i7gnf-israeleak-no-4.html
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/experts/dr-sharon-alroy-preis
https://ahrp.org/israels-ministry-of-health-concealed-serious-long-lasting-covid-vax-safety-hazards/
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The MOH commissioned the Shamir Medical Center team of researchers with 
experience in pharmacovigilance to analyze the data from the adverse effects 
reporting system launched in Dec. 2021. 
 
Although Israel began its COVID-19 vaccination campaign in 2020, it did not have 
an adverse effect reporting system until the end of 2021. 
 
Steve Kirsch, executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, 
commented on the news in a Sept. 2 Substack post, asking, “Why didn’t they 
release the original presentation made by the safety team?” 
 
“There needs to be an investigation ASAP into what happened, but the head of 
the MoH, Nitzan Horowitz, isn’t calling for one,” he said. 
 
“The precautionary principle of medicine now demands an immediate halt to the 
COVID vaccination program,” Kirsch said. 
 
Kirsch also commented on the lack of media coverage of the Israeli researchers’ 
findings: 
 
“Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis, the Health Ministry’s head of public services and a top 
COVID adviser to the Israeli government, issued no public statement.  Leaders of 
our ‘trusted institutions’ all over the world said absolutely nothing after the news 
broke on August 20, 2022.” 
 
“This suggests that there is widespread corruption in the medical community, 
government agencies, among public health officials, the mainstream media, and 
social media companies worldwide: they will not acknowledge any event that 
goes against the mainstream narrative.” 
 
“This is a level of corruption that is unprecedented. The atrocities here are clear-
cut.” 
 
“Everyone should be speaking out and calling for a full investigation and fully 
evaluating the safety data collected by the Israel government.” 

 
Suzanne Burdick, Ph.D., is a reporter and researcher for The Defender based in 
Fairfield, Iowa. She holds a Ph.D. in Communication Studies from the University 
of Texas at Austin (2021), and a master’s degree in communication and 
leadership from Gonzaga University (2015). Her scholarship has been published 
in Health Communication. She has taught at various academic institutions in the 
United States and is fluent in Spanish. 
 
The final article that I am about to share came as no surprise when it was posted 
on Friday, September 16, 2022.  It has been long believed to have been the story 
when it came to 9/11 attacks on the WTC 1 & 2.  In recent years we have been 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/exclusive-proof-that-the-top-israeli
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/people/moh-minister
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blessed with a series of news reports of “deathbed” confessions, along with 
many whistleblowers that were couragous to risk their lives and safety by coming 
forth with exposing the demonic actions of demented minds.  This story below is 
in many ways a fulfillment of Bible prophecy.  At the end of humanity as we know 
it all lies and truth will be made known to the world.   
 

CIA Agent Confesses On Deathbed: ‘We Blew Up WTC 7 On 9/11’ 
Published on  September 16, 2022 
Written by christendtimeministries.com 
 
79-year-old retired CIA agent, Malcom Howard, has made a series of astonishing 
claims since being released from hospital in New Jersey on Friday and told he 
has weeks to live. Mr. Howard claims he was involved in the “controlled 
demolition” of World Trade Center 7, the third building that was destroyed on 
9/11. 
 
Mr. Howard, who worked for the CIA for 36 years as an operative, claims he was 
tapped by senior CIA agents to work on the project due to his engineering 
background, and early career in the demolition business. 
 
Trained as a civil engineer, Mr. Howard became an explosives expert after being 
headhunted by the CIA in early 1980s. Mr. Howard says has extensive experience 
in planting explosives in items as small as cigarette lighters and as large as “80 
floor buildings.” 
 
The 79-year-old New Jersey native says he worked on the CIA operation they 
dubbed “New Century” between May 1997 and September 2001, during a time he 
says the CIA “was still taking orders from the top.” Mr. Howard says he was part 
of a cell of 4 operatives tasked with ensuring the demolition was successful. 
 
Mr. Howard says the World Trade Center 7 operation is unique among his 
demolitions, as it is the only demolition that “we had to pretend wasn’t a 
demolition job”. He claims he had no problem going through with the deception 
at the time, because “when you are a patriot, you don’t question the motivation of 
the CIA or the White House. You assume the bigger purpose is for a greater good. 
They pick good, loyal people like me, and it breaks my heart to hear the shit talk.” 
 
[John Kerry Admits WTC 7 Was Brought Down By Controlled Demolition] 
But even he admits that now, looking back, “Something wasn’t right.”  “No good 
has come from this. This isn’t the America we envisioned.” 

http://yournewswire.com/scientific-study-towers-collapsed-due-to-controlled-demolition/
http://yournewswire.com/scientific-study-towers-collapsed-due-to-controlled-demolition/
http://yournewswire.com/john-kerry-wtc7-controlled-demolition/
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Explaining how the building was bought down, Mr. Howard says, “It was a classic 
controlled demolition with explosives. We used super-fine military grade 
nanothermite composite materials as explosives. The hard part was getting 
thousands of pounds of explosives, fuses and ignition mechanisms into the 
building without causing too much concern. But almost every single office in the 
Building 7 was rented by the CIA, the Secret Service, or the military, which made 
it easier.”  Mr. Howard explains that WTC 7 was “loaded with explosives in 
strategic places” in the month leading up to the day that changed the course of 
American history. On September 11th, while the North and South towers burned, 
fuses were ignited in World Trade Center 7, and nanothermite explosions 
hollowed out the building, destroying the steel structure, removing the 
reinforcements, and allowing the office fires to tear through the rest of the 
building, hollowing it out like a shell. 
 
World Trade Center 7 collapsed into its own footprint at 5:20pm, seven hours 
after the destruction of WTC 1 and 2. The building shocked witnesses by coming 
down at the speed of freefall, indicating that it encountered zero resistance on the 
way down. 
 
Mr. Howard and his colleagues had done their job. 
 
“When the building came down, it was such a rush. Everything went exactly to 
plan. It was so smooth. Everybody was evacuated. Nobody was hurt in WTC 7. 
We were celebrating. We kept watching replays of the demolition, we had the 
whiskey and cigars out, and then all of a sudden the strangest thing happened. 
We all started to worry that it looked a bit too smooth. 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/report-cia-lost-office-in-wtc/
https://georgewashington.blogspot.com/2005/11/how-could-they-plant-bombs-in-world.html
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We watched the tape again and again and again and we started to get paranoid. It 
looked like a controlled demolition. We thought shit, people are going to question 
this. And then we heard that people from the street were reporting that they heard 
the explosions during the afternoon. 
 
When we were told that the BBC botched their report and announced to the world 
that the building collapsed 20 minutes before it actually did… At that point we 
really thought the gig was up.” 
 
According to the official 9/11 report issued by the government, WTC 7 collapsed 
due to “uncontrolled fires” that were caused by debris that floated over from WTC 
1 and 2, which had been hit by passenger planes. If the official narrative was true, 
WTC 7 would be the first tall building in the world to ever collapse due to 
uncontrolled fires, and the only steel skyscraper in the world to have collapsed 
into itself, due to “office fires.” 

 

 
 
Mr. Howard and his colleagues feared the public would see through the official 
narrative and rise up against the government, demanding to be told the truth. 
 
“There were so many loose ends, so much evidence left behind. We thought the 
public would be all over it. We thought there would be a public uprising that the 
media couldn’t ignore. They’d be funding investigations and demanding to know 
why they were being lied to. We thought they’d find chemical composites in the 
area that would prove Building 7 was blown up.  
 

http://yournewswire.com/911-bbc-report-collapse-of-wtc7-26-minutes-too-early/
http://yournewswire.com/911-study-fires-wtc7-collapse/
https://www.nist.gov/el/faqs-nist-wtc-7-investigation
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“We thought there would be a revolution. It would go all the way to the top, to 
President Bush. He’d be dragged out of the White House. 
 
“But none of that happened. Almost nobody questioned anything. The media shot 
down anyone who dared question anything they were told.” 
 

Follow The Money 
Mr. Howard claims he has “no direct knowledge” about the destruction of North 
and South Towers of the World Trade Center, explaining that “CIA operations are 
very specific” and that it is common to be working on a larger project while only 
understanding a small piece of the puzzle. 
 
[9/11: Larry Silverstein Designed New WTC-7 One Year Before Attacks] 
 
But he has advice for investigators seeking to understand the entire puzzle and 
work out who was behind the most devastating attack on American soil in 
history. 
 
“Follow the money.” 
 
“When you want to find out who is behind something, just follow the money. Look 
at the trades made just before 9/11. These are the guys that knew what was 
coming. The sons of CIA agents, government officials. Close relatives of the most 
powerful men in America. Cheney, Rumsfeld. They all got rich. It wasn’t just the 
contracts awarded to their friends in the construction business and the wars and 
the kickbacks.” 
 
“It was insider trading.” 
 
Many countries including Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and Monaco 
launched insider trading investigations in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, believing 
that if they could prove Al-Qaeda operatives profited on the stock market then 
they could prove the terror organization was behind the attacks. 
 
And all the evidence pointed to heavy insider trading around 9/11. 
Italy’s foreign minister, Antonio Martino, said: “I think that there are terrorist 
states and organizations behind speculation on the international markets.” 
German central bank president, Ernst Welteke, said his researchers had found 
“almost irrefutable proof of insider trading.” 
 
Even CNN reported that regulators were seeing “ever-clearer signs” that 
someone “manipulated financial markets ahead of the terror attack in the hope of 
profiting from it.” 
 
Mr. Howard says that a serious study of who profited on the stock market from 
9/11 would “tear the heart out of the oligarchy in America.” 

http://yournewswire.com/911-larry-silverstein-designed-new-wtc-7-one-year-before-attacks/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/9-11-attacks-criminal-foreknowledge-and-insider-trading-lead-directly-to-the-cia-s-highest-ranks/32323
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/1548118.stm
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeline=complete_911_timeline&before_9/11=insidertrading
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“There is only one organization that spans the entire world, and let me tell you 
now, it isn’t and it never was al-Qaeda.” 
 
It’s the CIA. 
“There could never be a real investigation. The entire shadow government, as you 
call them now, are implicated.” 
 
The 79-year-old, spending his final weeks at home, said he doesn’t expect to be 
taken into custody following his confession because “then they’d have to go after 
everyone else. They will just use the media to attack me. They are all on the 
payroll to suppress everything around 9/11.” 
 
Mr. Howard’s “deathbed” confession confirms to all Bible-believing Christians 
that there is such a thing as “Cosmic Justice!”  And it is coming sooner than 
most people realize. 
 

 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/im-370320.jpg?itok=FXjsZdOi

